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Studies were conducted in two separate and distinct areas of struc-
tural analysis. In the first area of study, analyses of orthotropic
conical shells including conical segmentsand conical frustums under
various loadings were performed that accounted for the bending moments
introduced by deformations prior to buckling. In the second area of
study, the effect of shear lag on the stress distribution in integrally
stiffened panels including panels with cutouts, tapered stiffeners and
an unstiffened length was investigated both experimentally and analyti-
cally.
I NTRODUCTION
Theoretical and experimental investigations of cylindrical and
conical shells began at the University of Alabama under the terms of
Contract Number DA-Ol-OOt-ORD-33h with the Redstone Arsenal and Contract
Number DA-OI-OOt-ORD-866 with the U. S. Army Ordnance District, Birming-
ham, Alabama. Following these two studies, discussions were held with
personnel of the Propulsion and Vehicle Engineering Division at the
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center of the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration to formulate a long range research program that
would provide analytical procedures, design data and digital computer
programs for the analysis and design of cylindrical and conical shells.
The first phase of the planned program was conducted under the terms
of NASA Contract NAS8-5012 and the results were published by the Univer-
sity of Alabama Bureau of Engineering Research as a Summary Report in
four sections as follows: Section i-"General Instability of an 0rtho-
tropic Circular Cylindrical Shell Subjected to a Pressure Combined with
an Axial Load Considering Both Clamped and Simply Supported Edge Condi-
tions,, by Carl C. Steyer and Thomas A. Carlton, Jr.; Section 2 -"Stress
in a Segment of a Conical Shell Subjected to Lateral Normal Load', by
Chin Hao Chang; Section 3 -"General Instability of an Orthotropic
i
Circular Conical Shell Subjected to Hydrostatic Pressure and a Compressive
Axial Force" by Carl C. Steyer and Shih-Cheng Zien_ and Section _ -
,'Matrix Shear Lag Analysis Utilizing a High-Speed Digital Computer,, by
William K. Rey.
The secondphase of the research program was conducted under the
terms of NASAContract NAS8-_168with the results presented in five
technical reports as follows: Technical Report A -"Fortran II Computer
Program for the Evaluation of a Donnell Type of Differential Equation
for a Simply-Supported Cylindrical Shell" by ThomasD. Easter_ Technical
Report B -"Fortran II ComputerProgramfor the Evaluation of a Donnell
Type of Differential Equation for an Orthotropic Circular Conical Shell"
by ThomasD. Easter, Colonel M. Pearson and Melvin K. Richardson; Tech-
nical Report C -"An Asymptotic Solution for Conical Shells of Linearly
Varying Thickness,' by Chin Hao Chang_Technical Report D -"Literature
Survey with Abstracts,, by RaymondCoMontgomery_and Technical Report E -
"Theoretical Analysis of the Static General Instability of an Orthotropic
Circular Cylinder Subjected to an Axial Load, EndMomentand Uniform
Radial Pressure" by William S. Viall and Carl C. Steyer. The final
report for contract NAS8-_168included these five technical reports as
appendices.
The third phase of the research program was conducted under the
terms of NASAContract NASS-III_ with the results presented in a series
of six progress reports as follows: Progress Report No. I -,,On Conical
Shells of Linearly Varying Thickness Subjected to Lateral Normal Loads"
by Chin Hao Chang_Progress Report No. 2 -"The Thermal Effect on Coni-
cal Shells of Zinearly Varying Thickness" by Chin Hao Chang_Progress
Report No. 3 -"Stability of Small Plastic Cylinders Subjected to Inter-
nal Pressure and Axial Compression,' by ThomasA. Carlton, Jr. and
Gustavo A. Aramayo_Progress Report No. 4 -"Shear Lag Study of Three
Integrally Stiffened Panels" by William K. Rey_ Progress Report No. _ -
"Comparison of Several Analytical Solutions to the Shear Lag Problem
with Experimental Data,' by Dennis M. Rigsby_ and, Progress Report No. 6 -
"An Asymptotic Solution of Conical Shells of Constant Thickness Including
Computer Programs for Progress Reports I, 2, and 6" by Chin Hao Chang
and Han Yun Chu. These six progress reports, with correNtions, were
included as appendices in the Final Report for NASAContract NASS-III_
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which was issued by the Bureau of Engineering Research of the University
of Alabama in April 1966.
The investigations performed under the terms of NASAContract
NAS8-2016_and presented in this report represent continuations and, in
someinstances, extensions of the above studies.
SCOPEOFWORK
Investigations were conducted in two separate areas: analytical
studies of conical shells_ and, theoretical and analytical studies of
integrally stiffened panels. The analytical studies of conical shells
were performed under the supervision of Dr. Chin Hao Changof the Depart-
ment of Engineering Mechanics with the assistance of Mr. Han Yun Chu.
The theoretical and analytical studies of integrally stiffened panels
were performed under the supervision of Professor William K. Rey of the
Department of Aerospace Engineering with the assistance of Dr. ThomasA.
Carlton, Jr., Mr. W. KavanaughFrancis, Mr. Dudley A. R. Nelson, Jr.,
Mr. T. Frank Langham, Mr. James S. Richards, Mr. Jimmy S. Willingham,
Mr. Joseph E. Durham and Mr. Walter J. Horn. A survey of current liter-
ature was also conducted.
Conical Shells
Previous investigations of conical shells were extended to provide
solutions for conical shells of orthotropic materials and also to
include the bending stresses that are introduced by deformations that
occur prior to buckling.
Asymptotic solutions for thin, orthotropic conical shells of con-
stant thickness are presented in Appendix A for three types of loading.
The types of loading considered were: (I) lateral normal loads; (2)
thermal loads; and (3) an axial load combined with internal pressure.
Numerical examples are presented in Appendix A for a truncated semi-
circular conical segment subjected to a lateral normal load and thermal
loads and for a conical frustum subjected to an axial compressive load
and an internal pressure. The computer programs used to provide the
solutions presented in the numerical examples are given in Appendix AI.
An analytical study of the buckling of conical shells that includes
the bending effect due to deformations prior to buckling is presented in
Appendix B. Buckling equations in curvilinear coordinates were derived.
A solution of the derived buckling equations was considered beyond the
scope of Contract NASS-2OI6h.
Integrally Stiffened Panels
Seven integrally stiffened aluminum alloy panels were manufactured
and subjected to various loading conditions to experimentally determine
the stress distribution. At least one theoretical analysis of each
panel was performed. The results of the experimental and theoretical
investigations are presented in Appendix C.
The seven panels investigated were as follows: (i) a panel with
seven equally spaced stiffeners of constant cross-section and a ratio of
stiffener area to web area of approximately unity with the two edge
stiffeners containing approximately seventy-five percent of the total
stiffener area; (2) a panel with eleven equally spaced, constant cross-
section stiffeners of the same size with a ratio of stiffener area to
web area of approximately unity; (3) a panel with eleven equally spaced
stiffeners of constant cross-section and a ratio of stiffener area to
web area of approximately unity with the two edge stiffeners containing
approximately fifty percent of the total stiffener area; (h) a panel
with seven equally spaced stiffeners very similar to the first panel
except that the two edge stiffeners had a uniformly tapering area; (5) a
panel with eleven equally spaced stiffeners very similar to the third
panel except that the two edge stiffeners had a uniformly tapering area_
(6) a panel with seven equally spaced, constant cross-section stiffeners
of the same size integrally attached to an unstiffened section to simulate
the type of support a stiffened cylinder receives from a coaxial unstiff-
ened cylinder; and (7) a panel with seven equally spaced, constant cross-
section stiffeners of the same size containing a rectangular cutout.
For each of the panels, a theoretical stress distribution was
determined using an energy analysis and matrix notation. The results of
the experimental investigation were compared with the theoretical anal-
yses. The computer programs used in the theoretical analyses are pre-
sented in Appendices C1 through C8.
Literature Survey
A bibliography of srtic!es pertaining to the subject matter of the
contract that were either published during the contract period or became
available during the contract period is included as Appendix D.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Appendices A, B and C each represent a complete and separate report.
Therefore, where appropriate, lists of symbols, discussions of results,
lists of references and conclusions are included in each of the individual
appendices. In order to prevent confusion, the tables, figures and
references in each appendix have been numbered to indicate the appendix
in which they appear.
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APPENDIX A
ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF 0RTHOTROPIC CONICAL SHELLS
SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS TYPES OF LOADING
By
Chin Hao Chang and Han Yun Chu
APPENDIX A
ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF 0RTHOTROPIC CONICAL
SHELLS SUBJECTED TO VARIOUS TYPES OF lOADING
By Chin Hao Chang and Han Yun Chu I
ABSTRACT
Orthotropic thin conical shells of constant thickness subjected to
the following three types of loading were investigated: (I) lateral
normal loads, (2) thermal loads, and, (3) an axial load combined with
internal pressure. The study followed the asymptotic method developed
earlier for isotropic thin conical shells. Numerical examples for each
type of loading are given. In the analysis for the third type o£ load-
ing, the axial load was assumed to be below the buckling limit. An
analysis of the buckling o£ conical shells is presented in Appendix B
of this report.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of both anisotropic shells and isotropic shells may
be approached either with respect to the three displacement functions
or with respect to a stress function associated with a normal displace-
ment function. Most available solutions are for cylindrical and spherical
shells [AI]. _ Recently, Stelle and Hartung [A2], followed the latter
approach and presented an asymptotic solution for a class of parabolic
type orthotropic domes subjected to sxisymmetrical loads. Singer [A3]
developed a set of Donnell-type equations for orthotropic conical shells
but no solutions were presented.
IAssociate Professor and Graduate Research Associate of Engineering
Mechanics, University of Alabama, respectively.
2Numbers in brackets refer to the references at end of this appendix.
In this report, following the first approach, thin orthotropic
conical shells of constant ghic!mess subjected to the following three
types of loading are studied: (I) lateral normal loads_ (2) thermal
loads, and, (3) an axial load combinedwith internal pressure. Truncated
conical segmentsare also considered. Since material properties do not
effect the orders of magnitude of the solutions, the asymptotic approach
previously developed [A4] is used. Numerical examples are given for
each type of loading with the computer programs given in Appendix AI.
In the study of a cone subjected to an axial load, no buckling is
considered. In other words, the resultant axial load is assumed to be
below the critical buckling load. In the existing theory of'buckling,
the pre-buckling state is usually determined by s membrane solution.
The present study shows that, for conical shells, bending is in general
inevitable, so that it seems necessary to consider the bending effect
in the pre-buckling state. Because a theory that includes the bending
effect prior to buckling is not available, a study of buckling including
the bending effect in the pre-buckling state has been made and is pre-
sented in Appendix B of this report.
FORMULATIONS
The equations of equilibrium for an element of the middle surface
of a conical shell of constant thickness may be given as follows [Ah]:
i
yN s + N s + N_s sec _ - N e -- -PsLY 2
YNse + 2Ns8 + N$ sec a - _ y M_8 + 2Mse + Me tan




N e tan _ +_ y2M s + yM s + (YMs_ + 2Mse ) sec
+ M_ sec 2 g - _ yN = PrLY =
(AI)
where Ns,..,,Mse are the normal and shearing stress resultants and
couples, respectively, in the directions indicated by the subscripts•
The s and e are meridional and circumferential coordinates of the
I
middle surface of the shells and y = , where L is the length
measured from the apex to the large end of the shell• The angle _ is
the base angle of the shell and Pr' Ps' and Pe are surface loads per
unit area in the normal, meridional, and circumferential directions,
respectively. The dots indicate partial differentiation with respect
to y and the primes indicate partial differentiation with respect
to e.




i (U' sec cc + V ÷ W tar_c_)
_e = L-_
)ks% = L-_ yu - u + v' sec
(A2)
in which Ss' ee and _se are normal and shearing strains in the
respective directions; u, v and w are circumferential, meridional
and normal displacements, respectively. Outward w is positive.
For orthotropic media, from Hooke's law, the stress-strain relations





F'e (_ _ + %) (A3)
_e 1-_ev s s s
_se = G _se
where Es and E8 are Young, s moduli of elasticity, Vs and _e are
Poisson's ratios in the directions indicated by the subscripts.




= (Cs, de, "_se) dz
J -t/2
r/2= (cs' _e' _se ) zdz
-t/2
(Ah)
where z is a variable measured in the normal direction from the middle
surface at a point on the generatrix and t is the thickness of the
shell. Using (A2) and (A3) to evaluate (A4) yields
s = Z 72 yv + v@ (u' sec _ + v + wtan
]
= L _2 _s yv + u' sec _ + v + wtan
-o_E_ " ]Nse = Nes L 7; yu - u + v' sec
":0'[_" _ "]s _-_ w" - (i - 2ve)yw" + VeWT,sec e
k [ y2 W.. _ _(Vs _ 2)y_¢ + w,,secZ ct]
k








G(I- V_Vs) E 0 v_
E _ = E v
S S s
(A6)
When the elastic relations of (AS) are substituted into Equations
(AI) three equations for three unknown displacements are obtained.
Following the asymptotic method developed in [Ah], the displacements are
separated into three parts: membrane, bending effect, and particular
solutions due to external loads. The first two parts are obtained as
solutions of homogeneous equations in the next section.
HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTIONS
Substitution of the elastic relations of (AS) with k = 0 into
Equations (AI) yields the following three equations for the displace-
ments due to membrane action:
(re + 6)f u'" sec _- (_ + 5'_ u' sec _ + _ v'" + _ v'
+ 5v" sec _ _ - _v + ve _2 w" tan _ - _ wtan
_- _L_ p
D s
+ (5 + _) v' sec _ + _ w' tan _ sec _ = - L2Y4
D Pe
_2 I L_y 4ve v" + _(u' sec _ + v + wtan c_) = tan c_ D Pr
be
Let the homogeneous solutions of the foregoing three equations
II
I yk sin nneu = A
cos eI
T k cos n_e
v = B y sin eI (A8)
I yk cos nnew = C
sin eI
where eI is the central angle between two edge generators, A, B, C,
and k are coefficients to be determined. Substituting the assumed
solutions (AS) into (AT) and letting the determinant of the coefficients
vanish yields the following characteristic equation for k for non-
trival solutions:
X_(_. 2 - _) -- 0 (Ag)
This characteristic equation is identical to the characteristic equation
that was obtained in the solution for isotropic media. Expressing
coefficients A and B in terms of C, the first part of the solutions
of the displacements is as follows:
I
U
._ i { m_ [ ( 1-_ ) 2]-m _ Cl _ 2(m -l)S _ InY C + C3
4-
I - vev s - 6m2
I - vev s + 5(2 - 2_s - m_)
y-_ sin nn___@C4 J cos e 1
I
"V [CI _2(m_-l) -
26 _cosI - vev s + 5(2 - 2v s - m_) C4 y- sin n____eel
(AIO)





m = ze-- see
The corresponding stresses obtained from (A5) are:
NI Est { C2 y_e 26C, 4)s L ,,r _ ._ + . m_ y_ cos n_@
_km -±2 1 - vevs + 6(2 - 2Vs - ) sin eI
NI Et {s 2 )
se = ....+ _ 6 m[l vev s + 6(2 2_s m_)] C4Y-4 cossinnu___el
(All)
I
and N e vanishes identically.
The second part of the solution, that due to the bending effect, is
assumed as:
II I
u = _ _(y,e)
II I





y_ = 16 (Al3)
k
For thin shells y is a large number. Substituting
q = yY (Aih)
into the elastic law (AI5) and retaining only the terms with lowest order
2
NIIs = LD [2 q V,_] + _sWtan _Jq Y (A15)
13
2"e L _'_ _ + [ vsq ,q]q '
NII
se = Nes D= 8 _ _U,q + V,e sec D Y
r
= D [_2s _ W,_
II MII
Me = Ve s
-_ (A15)
+ O W,J_ Y
4
MIIse M_I_ i_[9W ' _ 3q -Y= ^_ = 80 % sec
where a comma preceding a subscript denotes the derivative with respect
to the subscript.
Transforming the variable y to 0 and using the relations of
(A15), the homogeneous equations of (A7) yields the following three
equations when only the terms of the lowest order of D are retained:
q2V, qq + q V,q + 2_eO W,qtan a = 0 (AI6)
, nO
aW, = 0+ b tan _ sec e




1 v ta. . o+ t_q Y tan 2 a + _ VsN ,q
(A 17 )
(AI8)
The integration of equation (AI6) with respect to D gives
q V,q = - 2 ve Wtan (A19)
zh
Substitution of (AI9) into (AI?) yields
_]4W + 6 _]3W + 7 _2W + _W
,UUU_ ,UO_ ,_I ' ,_]
+ _ _[_(I- vevs) tan_ _ = 0
In the last equation, the factor
m
7
is an obstacle to integration.
(A20)
It can be shown that by expanding this factor in Legendre polynomials





Then equation (A20) becomes
_]4W + 6 D3W + 7 _]2W + _]W
,_]_V] ,_FI' ,_]_] ,_]
+ _ _(I - _eVs ) tan_ _ = 0
(A22)
Introducing
1 _ k cos nue (A23)
W : tan----_ sin 0-7
into equation (A22), since _ i 0, gives a characteristic equation
7
k4 +_-T_'.T__ (I- vevs) tan _ _ = 0 (A2_)
which yields
k = + q (i + i) (A25)
where







U = _ q cos el
(A27)





where [, B, and _ are complex numbers. When the complex numbers are
transformed to real numbers, and the solutions are expressed in terms of
the variable y with
yq = p (A29)
the solutions given in (AI2) and the induced stress resultants and
couples obtained from (AI8), (A6) and (A8) assume the following final
forms :
II - 2m
u = +_-_p [b - re(5 + re)] Y2 Sincosnu___el
II vO cos n_e
V = -- Y1 --
p sin 81
II
W l{tan a YP [C5 cos (plny)+ Ce sin (piny)]








s II I cos nue
- L tan _ w 7 sin el
16
2E t
_I s i cos nn8= _"T'_m-tan _ _ Y2 --




Mii - u 1 Ivp




= -- S$8I + T 26
÷ (Ce - C6) sin (plny)]- y-P[(c 7 - Ce) cos (plny)
+ (Ce + C7) sin (plny)]] COS nu_
J sin eI
1 1 cos nine
s tan _ Yi --
lr, _ y'_ sin eI
E t (h6 + _8) 1
p_ mtan _ 7 Y2 sin nuecos 81
(A31)
where
Y1 = YP [(Cs - C6) cos (plny)- (C 5 + Ce) sin (piny)]
+ y-P [(Ce + C7) cos (piny) + (Ce - C7) sin (plny)]
Ye = yP [Cs cos (plny) - C5 sin (plny)]
- y-P [Ce cos (piny)- C7 sin (plny)]
THE SOLUTIONS FOR LATERAL NORMAL LOADS
Consider the same type of loading treated in [Ah], where
= P = 0P8 s
p = p cos n____8
r n sin eI
(A32)
L L
These parts of the particular solutions are denoted by u , v ,
and wL. Substituting the following forms of the solutions
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L y4 sin n_8u = d__ _ "Z--
L y4 cos nn@v = d e .
sln el
L y4 cos nueW = d 3 . --
sln 01
(A33)
into equations (AT) the coefficients dl, de, and d 3 are determined.
This results in
L pn Le m[h(l - vev s) - 6(m e + 6v - 3)]
u = +__ s cos nue
-Est 12 5 tan _ Y4 sin %--_
pn Le - m e
L 3 - 6v s y4 cos nue
v = Est 12 tan _ sin e I
. ]w = E t 12 tan _ _ - 2me (I - v%v s) + (I - h_ s)
S
)} COS nu@
- 3( - 1 sin e-q-
The corresponding stresses are obtained from (AS) as
PnL (3 - m e ) ye cos nn__!_
s = 6 tan _ sin eI
= Tpn_____ye cos nn.__%
s tan _ sin _l
_s Pn L y2 sin nue= m --
8 _ 3 tan a cos eI
(A3_)
Thus, for conical shells subjected to lateral normal loads, the
complete asymptotic solutions are given as follows:
I L I L
U = U _ U _ V = V +V
wI II L




_- NI ÷ NLs, Ne IINs s = Ne +
= NINse = Nes se + e
(A36)
The bending moments and shearing forces are given by the solutions for
the bending effect as given in Equations (A30).
THE SOLUTIONS DUE TO THERMAL LOADS
The stress-strain relations including the thermal effect due to




s i - v_w s [ss ÷ _eSs-6(l + _e) T]
_LE S
(r8 = I - VeVs [% ÷ vsss - 6(1 + vs)T]
(A37)
The strains _s and se relate to displacement components as given in
Equations (A2), and _ is the coefficient of linear expansion.
For thin shells, it may be assumed that




= 6(1 + _e)T
s I - V-_sU
T _Es
(re = 1 - vevs 6(1 + _s) T
(A39)
Substituting the expressions of (A39) into Equations (Ah) and denoting
T T
the corresponding stress resultants by Qs and Qe,
19
T
Qs = - D _(I + v8) T
T
Q8 = - b D _(i + vs) T
(A_o)
Referring to the equations of equilibrium (AI), these may be expressed as
i [ • T T pTY (Q) + Qs - Qe = s
(Q , sec _ = P8 (ALl)
When equations (A40) are used,
PeT = - Db_ (I + Vs ) sec _ T'
pT = - D_ (I + v ) tan _ T
r s
(A42)
Replacing the external loads
the equivalent thermal loads
Ps' Pe' and Pr in equations (AT) by
i pT i T i pT
- _'_ s'- L-_P8 and - L--_ r'
respectively, three equations for the displacements due the thermal effect
are obtained. Let
T = T Y n cos nu8
n sin 8-7 (A43)
where Tn and con are prescribed constants presumably real and finite.
If con / O, the particular solution may be given as
2O
6o+2
T n sin n_8
,, = A y
- "'n cos 81
6o +2
T n cos n_e
v = B y -- (Ahh)
n sin eI
m 6o +2
W ± uu_= C yn n___!8
n sin ei
The coefficients An, Bn, and C may be determined from the threen
equations. When _n = O, the temperature is a constant in the y-direction,






(d I +dm Iny)y2 sin nu___e
cos e 1
(bI + b_ Iny) y2 cos nu__e
sln eI
C(I + iny)y2 cos n__!_
szn eI
(A45)
in which dl, dm, bl, b_ and c are coefficients which may be deter-
mined from the three equations. 4 The results are
T
u = + 2L_Tnm(l + Iny) y2 sin nu_.__e
- cos eI
vT = L _Tn y_ cos n_esin e-T (A_6)
2L_ T m2
wT _ n (I + iny) y2 cos nu__!e
tan _ stun 81




Ne = - Qs (A47)




Therefore the complete asymptotic solutions due to thermal loads are
I T I T
U = U ÷ Li _ V = V ÷V
T
w = wI + wII + w ;
N = _ N8 IIs s = N8
Ns8 = N_8.
(A48)
The moment and shearing force resultants are determined by the bending
effects as given in equations (A30).
THE SOLUTIONS DUE TO AN AXIAL LOAD WITH INTERNAL PRESSURE
A complete conical cone frustum subjected to an axial load P with
internal pressure p per unit area is considered. The analysis of the
behavior when the axial load reaches the critical buckling load for
isotropic media was studied analytically and experimentally by Seide
[A6].
In Seide's study, however, the bending effect was ignored in the
prebuckling state. The present analysis shows that some of the effects
of the bending that accompanies the axial load prior to buckling may
be of importance in the determination of the critical load of the cone.
The problem, in this case, is axisymmetrical so that equations
(AT) reduce to
2v" + yv') - b(v + Iv s yw" tan c_ - wtan co) : 0
1 1 L TJ
_v s yv" + v + wtan _ = b tan _ D P
(A 9)
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The complementary solutions of the foregoing two equations are:
llI 1
v - CI + (_ _s - iny) C_





s - L _ C2Y-2
N_ II = NIs8 = 0
(ASI)
For bending effects, Equation (AIT), because of axisymmetry, vanishes
identically and Equations (AI6) and (AI8) are unchanged. Thus, the









tan P[C_ cos (p lny) + C s sin (p lny)]
+ y-P [C 7 cos (p lny) + C s sin (p lny)])
_Est II i
N-_VT tan _ w
- :, _ (A52)
_I 2_Est I
S = --7 tan _ _; Y2
M_8V = v0 M IIS
sIV _ _Est I I
s Ii tan _ _ _ Yi
The functions Y: and Y2 are given in (A31).
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The particular solutions due to the constant pressure p are given
as follows:
vp PLe(I-2Vs) y_
= _E t tan
S
wp =
hEat _ tan_ a
Np = pi y2
s 2 tan
N_ = pL y2tan
(A53)
Thus the complete asymptotic solution is given by
III vpV = V +
III wIV ._2W = W + +
N = NIII+ Np
S S S
.III
NO = _e + N_







Two types of conical shells are taken as illustrative examples.
One is the semi-circular truncated conical segment discussed in [A3]
and the other is a complete conical frustum.
The semi-circular conical segment has the two edge generators
simply supported with the small semi-circular end fixed and the other
semi-circular end free. The segment is subjected to a lateral normal
24
load defined by Equation (A32) and a temperature distribution defined by
Equation (Ah3) with o_n = O. The following numerical values were used in
the computations:
= 750' Vs = 3' _ = 0.90 and _. = 0.006 (A55)
where Ll is the value of s at the small end. Numerical results for
n = 1 and 2 and _ = 0.5, l, and 1.5 were computed. The results are
given in the form
F (y,8) = f (y) sin nee
n n cos _ for n = I and 2 (A56)
in which the functions f (y) are presented in Figures A1 thru A7 for
n
the lateral normal load and in Figures A8 thru Alh for the thermal load.
The complete truncated cone subjected to internal pressure and
axial compression is shown in Figure A15. The following numerical
values were used in the computations:
(_0.)I t= 600' _s = 0.3, _ = 0.90 and _ = O.OOh (A57)
The top, AC, and the bottom, BD, were considered to be rigid. The
numerical results for simply supported and clamped boundary conditions
at ends k and B were computed. For simply supported ends, the
boundary conditions are:
vcos _+ wsin _ = 0
M = 0 at y
s u E sin 2_
= g = (-_)½ (A58)
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where






M = 0 at y= I
(A60)
For clamped edges, instead of the condition M = 0 in (A58) and (A60),
at both ends
dw
d-_ : 0 (A61)
Numerical results for cones with simply-supported ends are shown in
Figures AI6 thru A21, and for cones with clamped ends in Figures A22
thru A27. For both cases _ = 0, and i and for b = I and 1.2.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The last numerical example reveals a fact which has never been
reported before by showing that some bending effects in a conical cone
subjected to axial loads should not be neglected.
The presence of bending in the prebuckling state makes the buckling
analysis of conical shells very difficult. The existence of such
bending is not entirely new to structures. For example, bending of
this type exists in a simple frame with two symmetrically located
concentrated loads acting on the cross beam, except when the loads
are located right at the tops of the two posts, even before the loads
reach the critical values of buckling. A study of such a frame was
26
m_de by Chwalle [A?], in which he found that the critical bl_ck]JnC ]os@s
of such s frame with bendirlg were ]ower than thorpe without beading by
2-]%. Since the experimental results for conical shells were generally
lower than the anal_It.ica]_ [A6]_ s theoretical investigation of the
buckling of conical shells [hat i_)cludes this buckling effect would be
desirable. A preliminary study of this type has been made and is pre-
sented in Appendix B.
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COMPUTER PROGRAMS
The Univac Solid State Fortran II language is used in the following
computer program.
The following table shows the relationship between the symbols used




















































Computer Program I is for the numerical example of the semi-circular








RG= (:L.O-P/_ )/2 .0
Q= (48.0 *RE',(i.O-P**2/RE ))__,,'-(O.25 )"( F}.I*TAN(S )/TS )_,_,'-(O.5 )
PRINT 2,TS,S,P,R,FLI,Q,RE
FORMAT (6HTS = ,EI5.7,/,6HS = ,EIS.7,/,6HP = ,E15.7,








O( l )=-m'-( h. 0--( I. 0 -P---21RE ) -RG" (U',_,'2+6.O'-PIRE-3. O) )I (RG','BT)
D (2)= ( 3.0-6. O',P/RE-U*"2 )/BT
D ( 3 )= (U'"'4-2.0 ",U',_'-2"- (2.0"-( 1.0 - P ,',_'2/RE )/RG+ (I. 0-4. O-P/RE ) )
I+3.0"(4. O/RE-1.0 ) ) / (BT"TAN(S) )
SA= SRG+RG', ( 2. O- 2.0 "'-P/RE -U'",2 )
C(4)= (D (1)+U"D (2) )"U"SA/(2.0",SRG)
C( 2 )= -2.0"" (U',_'-2 -1.0 )'" ( 2.0 "_RC-,'-C(h)/SA+ ( ( 2. O+P)','-D( 2 )
1-U*P"D ( 1 ) +P"D ( 3 ( "-TAN( S ) )/SRG )
c (1)-- (m,_,-2-z. O)*(2.0,RO,_ (h)/(R'"'2"SA)-D (2)*R**h)
1+ (U's,2 -P/RE ),_ ( 2 ) / ( 2. O* (U,,'-','2- 1.0 ) ) -C ( 2 )*LN ( R )
C( .3)= -R',_" ( - 2 )*(U,s'2"C ( l ) / (U',_'-2-1.0 ) -U,'-'2"" ( l. 0 - P/RE ),,'-C( 2 ) / ( 2.0
1_,'-(U_,'-2 -1.0 ),'-,'2 ) +U,,,,2,,_ (2 )*LN (R) / (U,,_'2 -1.0 ) + ( SRG-R_,,U""_2 )',C ( h )
2/( SA*R',_,2 ) +U*D ( I )"-R',_,'-h)
CK= (R_,_* ( 3. O"CO S (V) -SIN(V) ) +R_'-',,( -Q )*(COS (V) -SIN (V) ) )
1/( R','-e,_. ( -CO S (V) +SIN (V) ) +R','-,'-( -Q )*( COS (V) +S IN (V) ) )
C (6)= - ( C (1)+C (2)*I.,N (R)+C ( 3 )',R,s,2 +C(h)/R,,_,2 +D( 3 )*TAN (S) "R"-'h )
1/(R,,_*( (OK+2.0)'_OS (V)+SIN (V))+R"w-(-Q )*(CK-_0S (V)+SIN(V) ) )
C(7)--CK*C (6)




"_T'P- N -_'-T "_T( q_ "_
• _ ,% ,,._u._ \ J. ]
sMP= C (VT)+C(6)  SIN(VT))
I+T_ (-Q )_'-(C(7)','-COS(VT)+C (8)_SIN (VT))
SQS= T',_{_((C(6)-C (5) )_OS (VT)-(C (_)*C(6 ))','-SIN(VT))
I*T_,-(-Q)*( (C(7)+C(8))_OS(VT)+(-C (7)+C (8))*SIN (VT))
SPZ= T{(_{'((C(5)+C (6))-',_OS(VT)+(C(6)-C (5))_SIN(VT) )
l*T_s_(-Q)_( (-C (7 )*C(8) )_OS (VT)+ (-C(7 )-C (8) )*SIN (VT) )
SRY= T{_Q*( C(6){COS (VT )-C(5)*SIN(VT ))+T_e_(-Q ),'_(-C(8),'(COS(VT )
I+C(7)*SIN(VT) )
W= I.0/TAN (S)",'-(C i )+C (2)",'-LN(T )+C(3 )','-T',_,'-2+C ([ )/T-,',_'2
I+D (3)"_TAN(S)*T*,'-','-h+SMP )
Y= 2.0 ",'-RE_TAN (S )/(Q_,_2',,'-T"_,'-_) _SRY
Z_RE_'-TAN(S )/(Q",'-T_,",'_)",'-SQS
E= i.O/U_:-(U_'_2_ (1 )/(U_H_2-I.O )-U,'_'-2* (i.O-P/RE )_'C(2)/(2.0
i_'-(U_:-2-i.O )_:4_'-2)+U_2_ (2 )*LN (T)/(U_:_,'-2-i.0)+C (3 )*T_:_2
2+ (SRG-RG _'-U_2)-_C(h)/(SA*T_s_2))+D (i )_T_h
F_I. O/(U{_'-2-I. 0)_(C(I )-(U{_2 -P/RE )*C (2)/(2.0-( U_2 -I .O))
l+C (2)*LN (T))-2.O-_RG_,'C(h)/(SA*T ;_,'-2)+D (2 )_T_h
G=Q/( 2.O_T_-_2_TAN (S))_SPZ
H=C (2)/(2. O_'-(U-_'-_2-i.O)*T_2 )+2.0 _'_RG_C(_)/ (SA_'-T_;_)
i+I. O/SRG'_((2.O+P)'_D(2 )-U;,'P_;]](I)+P ;D (3)'_TAN (S))",'-T",_,'-2
A=RE/T',",'-2"'SMP+RE','-T','-:,'-2/SRG'"(( .0 ',,"P/RE +I. O ){,'-D(2)-U','-D(I)
I÷D (3)_'-TAN(S))
B_ -2.O_'-RG_'C(_ )/ (U_SA*T-_,_'-_)+RG*T_,_,'-2_(D (i)+U*D (2 ))/SRG
](=2.0-,'_-RE_,'-U_,'-TAN(S )/ (Q_,_2*T_,_,'_)*(_.0_RC-,_'-P)*SRY
PRINT 6,W_T_Y_Z _E_F_U_G,H,A,B_X
FORMAT (_H W = ,EI9.7,1_X,_HT = ,EI_.7,/,_H Y " ,E19.7,/,
15H Z = ,EI9.7,/,_H E = ,EIg.7,/,_H F = ,EI9.7,1_X,
2_U = ,EI_.7,/,SH G = ,EIg.7,/,SH H = ,E19.7,/,






0.60 1.309 0.333 0.9 1.0






Computer Program 2 is for the numerical example of the semi-circular










RO" (l .O-P/RE )/2.0
Q: (48.O*RE'_(l.0 -P-_,_2/PE))_,_,'-(O.25 )*(FLI*TAN (S )/TS )¢,'-,','-(O. 5 )
PRINT 2,TS,S,P,R,FLI,Q,RE
FORMAT (6HTS = ,EI5.7,/,6HS " ,EI5.7,/,6HP = ,E15.7,
I/,6HR = ,EI5.7,/,6HFLI = ,EI5.7,/,6HQ = ,E15.7,/,
26HRE : ,E15.7,3/)
V:_Q*LN(R)







C ( 1 )=- (U','*2-1.0)*R_,*2
C ( 3 )= 3. O*U-_-2 +2.0 *U_,_,'-2",'-LN(R)
CK= (R_s_< 3 .O,COS (V) -SIN (V),) +R-x-,'-( -Q )*(COS (V) -SIN(V) ) )
i/(R*-'_Q*(-COS(V) +SIN(V) )+R-',,_,'-(-Q)*(COS (V)+SIN (V)) )
C (6)= (-C (l)-C (3)',_R',_,'-2+2.O','-U',_2*(I.O+LN(R) )*R_,'-2)
i/(R','-,'_* ((2.0+CK )_OS (V)+SIN (V))+R_,_,'-(-Q(*(CK'_0S (V) +SIN(V) ) )
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6C(7)=CK_(6)





SQS--T_s_*( (C(6)-C (5))emOS(VT)- (C(5)+C (6) ).SIN(VT) )
I+T'_,'-(-q)*( C(7)+c(8))-_mos(VT)+(-C(7)+C(8))*SZN(VT))
SPZ= T*_*( (C (5)+C (6))_OS (VT) + (C (6)-C (5) )*SIN (VT))
I+T_( -q(",'-((-C(7 )+C (8) )',_COS(VT)+(-C (7)-C (8) )*SIN (VT))
SRY= T_,'_,_*(C(6)'_OS (VT)-C (5)*SIN (VT)) +T**( -Q )*(-C (8)<COS (VT)
1+C(7 )*SIN (VT))
W_I. O/TAN (S)*(C ( 1 )+C ( 2 )*LN( T )+C ( 3 )*T_2 +C ( 4 )/T_2 +SMP
1-2. O*U_2* (i.O+LN (T ))*T**2 )
Y=2.0*RE','-TAN(S)/(Q_,_2*T_,_,_4)_,_RY!
Z,,RE*TAN (S ) / (Q*T_ )*SQS
E=I. O/U* (U_,_2_ (1 )/ (U_'-2-i.0 )-U_2*( 1.0 -P )_ (2 )/(2.O* (U_,_,'-2-I.0 )
I_,_'-2+U_,_-2_,'C(2)*LN (T)/ (U_,'-2-i.0 )+C (3)*T_,_,_2+(SRG -R_,',_U_,'-2)",_(4 )
2/(SA*T_,_2)-2.0_4J,_2"(I.O+LN (T) )*T',_2)
F=I. O/(U_,_,'-2-I.0 )*(C(1 )-(U_,_,'-2-P/RE )',_(2)/(2.O* (U_,_,'-2-I.0 ))
I+C(2 )*LN(T)) -2.O*RG_C (4)/ (SA*T',_,'-2)+T_,_2
G_Q/( 2.O*T_2*TAN (S) )_PZ
H=C (2)/(2.0"_ (U's,'--2-1.0)"-T',_'-2 )+2.0*R_,"C (4) / (SA*T',_,'4)
A=RE/T-_,_2*SMP
B= -2.O*RG_C (4 )/ (U','-SA*T_",'-4)
X=2.O*RE','-U*TAN(S )/ (Q ,',_2",'-T_,_,'_)*(4.O*RG+P )*SRY
PRINT 6 ,W,T,Y,Z,E,F,U,G,H,A,B,X
FORMAT (5H W = ,EI9.7,15X,4HT = ,EI5.7,/,5H Y = ,E19.7,/,
15H Z = ,EI9.7,/,5H E = ,E19.7,/,5H F = ,EI9.7,15X,
24HU = ,EI5.7,/,5H G = ,EI9.7,/,5H H "- ,E19.7,/,





0.60 1.309 0.333 0.9 1.0






Computer Program 3 is for the numerical example of the complete cone
frustum which has simple supported edges subjected to one internal pressure







Q=(48. O'RE*( I.O-P_*2/RE) )_*(0.25)*( I000. O/TAN(S) )**(0.5)
PRINT 2,TS, S,P,R, RE, Q
FORMAT (6HTS = ,EI5.7,/,6HS = ,EI5.7,/,6HP = ,E15.7,/,




DO 5, UR=O.0,1. O,I.O
c2=2.o/(3. lh159*STN(2.O'S))
Cl=?*C2/(2.0*_S) +Oa*(1. O-2.0*P/RE)/( 2. O*3.&159*SI_( 2. *'S)*R{_4)
CA=CI+UR*(4.0/R'E- l. 0)/( 2.0*3. lhI59*SIN( 2. O*S )*R-x4_ )
CB=CA*TAN( V ) *R-X-X-( -Q )/(R_-x-Q-R-x_( -Q))
CC=TAN (V )*(R**Q*R**( -Q ))/(R**Q -R**( -Q ))
CS=-(P*C2/(RE*2. O)+UR*( -2. O*P/RE+h. O/RE)/( 2. _'_3•14159"SIN( 2.0*S ))
I+CB*R_-_Q*SIN (V)+R**( -Q )*( -CA*COS (V) +CB*SIN( V )))





SMP=T*-xQ*( C5-x-COS(VT )+C6*SIN( VT))
l+T_,_( -Q )*(CT*COS ( VT )+C8*SIN(VT ) )
33
_J.6_ _ .... ._.._ ,_._,,_v_,.k ,,.... / Vj,,=_,,_._,\ V ±V j , _,/_L_ V.,.__j ,_\--_U_O,..IVLj_ V _ ]
1.CT*SrN(w) )
SqS=T*',._((C6-C5)*COS(VT)-(C5.C6).STN(VT))
l. r-_( -Q)*( (CT.CS)_OS(VT) *( -C7.C8)*STZ',T(W)
SPZ=T**Q*( ( C5+C6 )*COS (VT) +( C6-C5 )*SIN(VT) )
I÷T_s_(-Q)*( (-C7 +C8 )*COS (VT )÷( -C7-C8 )*SIN(VT ))
F=-CI+P*C2/(RE*2. O) -C2*LN(T ) +UR*( 1.0-2. O*P/RE)*T',_-x-h/( 2. _3. lh159
_*sxN(2. o*s)*R**h)
W= 1. O/TAN( S )*( CI+C2*LN( T ) +UR*(4. O-RE )*T-_,_h/( 2. O'RE*3. lh159
l-SIN(2.O*S)*m,_h),S_P)
H= -C2/( 2. O'T**2 ) +UR*T**2/( 3. lh159*R_,_,_h*SIN ( 2. O*S ) )




PRINT 6,F, T,W,H,A, Y, Z,G,UR
FORMAT (SH F = ,EI9.7,15X, hHT=
15H H = ,EI9.7,/,SH A =




,_15.7,/,5H W = ,E19.7,/,
,E19.7,/,SH X = ,E19.7,/,
,El9.7,15X,hHUR= ,EIS.7,3/)
DATA CARDS
o.ooh 1.0472 0._ 0.90








Computer Program h is for the numerical example of the complete
cone frustum which has clamped edges subjected to an internal pressure
and an axial load.
The same program as Computer
from CA to C8 are replaced by the
Program 3 is used except those cards
following cards.
3h
C,A---P_.P/(P C_E_-TT_J -2. _"_ I_., ^ ,_, ,,
............. ,_ .... _ / .Ul .glt2.0*3. I_IS"9_,_SlN(2.0*S)
l*R_4)
CB=R*_*(COS(V)+SIN(V))+R**(-Q).(.COS(V)+SIN(V))
CC=R**Q*( -COS (V) -3.O-SIN( V))+R_( -Q )*(COS (V )+SIN(V ))
CD=R*_*(cos(v)+sx_(v))+_**(-Q)_(-COS(V)-SIN(v))
CS=(P*C2/(RE*2.O)+(UR*(-2.O*PIRE+_.01_))I(2.O*3.In159_,'-SlN(2.O_,'-S))
l+R**Q*CA*( 1.O-CD/CB )*SIN(V) +R_( -Q )*CA*(COS(V )+CD/CB*SIN(V) ))
2/(R**Q*(-SOS(V )+( 2. O+CC/CB )*SIN(V) )
3+R'_(-Q)*(COS(V)-CC/CB*SIN(V)))
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APPENDIX B







In general, the bending of conical shells in the prebuckling state
is inevitable. A new theory of buckling of thin elastic shells including
the bending effect in the prebuckling state in curvilinear coordinates is
presented from which a set of equations for buckling of conical shells is
deduced.
INTRODUCTION
The buckling of thin elastic shells has long been considered as one
of the most fascinating and challenging problems in the theory of elas-
ticity, l One of the reasons is that a buckling configuration is started
from a deformed state which, for sometype of shells, is in itself quite
a problem to solve. It is usual practice to assumethat prior to buckling
a structure such as a plate or a shell is deformed but with no bending.
Thus the prebuckling state is determined by a plane or a membraneproblem.
Although a deformed state of this type is unstable [B4], the classical
small deflection theory has been used to determine the critical buckling
load at which a neutral state of equilibrium mayexist. In a sense,
this is equivalent to studying the postbuckling domainusing a set of
*Associate Professor of Engineering Mechanics, University of Alabama.
ISomesurvey reports on this subject, [B1-B3] _, are available.
2Numbersin brackets refer to the references at the end of this
appendix.
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Dnonlinear differential equations of the Donnell type [BS, B6]. As a
matter of fact, some investigations of cylindrical shells under external
pressure have shown remarkable agreement between experimental values and
those predicted by the linear theory [B7]. For conical shells, however,
good agreement between theoretical and analytical results has not been
obtained. For instance, in a series of tests of cylindrical and conical
shells conducted by _eingarten, Morgan and Seide [B8 ], it was shown that
the experimental values were generally lower than predicted for both
types of shells and the experimental values were closer to those predicted
by the linear theory for cylindrical shells than for conical shells.
The linear theory used for conical shells was given by Seide [Bg].
In this theory, as is true in buckling theories for other structures,
the prebuckling state was determined by the membrane state.
In this report, it is shown that for cylindrical shells the pre-
buckling state may be assumed to be a membrane state. However, for a
structure such as a conical shell, in general, the prebuckling state
can not be defined by merely a membrane state since the bending of the
structure is inevitable and its effect may be important in the determina-
tion of the critical load. Since a buckling theory that includes pre-
buckling bending has not been available, a set of equations in curvi-
linear coordinates that includes the effect of bending in the prebuckling
state is derived. As a particular case, the differential equations for
conical shells are deduced from the general equations.
Since the equations developed are very complicated, even for a
simple problem, the solution of the equations is considered beyond the
scope of the present study.
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DAlthough the bheory is developed mainly for isotropic media and is
based on the small linear theory of deflection, it can be extended to
orthotropic media and the finite deflection theory with proper modifica-
tions. These are considered as potential subjects for further study.
THE PREBUCKLING STATE OF SHELLS
When a cylindrical shell like a column or a plate is subjected to
a uniform compressive load in its middle surface, the shell is compressed
and hence shortened with no bending. This condition may at least theo-
retically be realized. However, for conical shells subjected to
axial loads such as the one shown in Figure B1, some bending in the shell
is inevitable.
Consider one of the boundary conditions at point A in Figure B1.
For point A to remain on a vertical line through A'
v cos G - w sin G --0
where v and w are displacements and G is a base angle as shown in
Figure B1. Since v _ 0 at this point, the inevitability of the lateral
deflection w is clear. The deflected shape depends on boundary condi-
tions. Since the deflected shape is not a straight line between points
A and B, there are bending moments.
For a thin conical shell, the bending moments are of higher orders
than the membrane stresses. However, the circumferential stress induced
by the bending effect is of the same order as the membrane stresses [BlO].
Thus, at least this stress should not be neglected in the formulation of
the problem. Whether or not the bending moments are of the same order
as those in the buckled state is yet to be seen. In the following
5h
formulations the bending moments will be included in the moment equations
for the buckled state.
FORMULATIONS
The differential equations for buckling problems usually are de-
rived either by the use of the variation method to minimize the poten-
tial energy at a buckled state or by directly setting up equilibrium
equations for an element. The latter method is used in this study.
The choice of the reference state for equilibrium, that is, whether
the original or deformed state should be used, is a rather confused
matter. Flugge [Bll] has presented a comprehensive discussion of this
question and concluded that if, instead of the element, the deformed
reference vectors are used as references, the basic requirements of
static mechanics in the linear small deflection theory such as equilib-
rium conditions and conservation of mechanical energy will be met. Such
an argument will be followed here.
For generality and simplicity the curvilinear coordinates are used
[BI2] 3.
Consider anelement of the middle surface of a shell, Amdm m x Amd_m,
with one of the corners a located by a position vector _ with respect
to a fixed cartesian coordinate system (x,y,z) as shown in Figure B2.
The A.(i m 1 and 2) are the Lame' or metric parameters; the _. are two
i 1
tangential unit vectors; and e is the unit vector normal to the element
n
3A set of equations for buckling of thin shells in curvilinear
coordinates for simple problems is given in [B13].
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O
at point a. With reference to the cartesian coordinates,





are two given unique functions defining the middle surface
By use of Equation (B1),
A.2 8(_i) 2 (_i) 2 +/8z'_2
= + (B2)
Let _. and _ be the stresses at point a at a prebuckling state
13 in
with the sign conventions as defined in the theory of elasticity. The
corresponding stress resultants are.
. _oj + z
N_j J-tn
N_°Jj-tn
Qoj-t/2 _°n _ _ _z
QO = _°n + _ dz
J-t 2
(B3)
in which t is the thickness, z is a variable in the normal direction
measured from the middle surface, and RI and R_ are the radii of
curvature.
Let the surface stress vectors acting on sections e I = constant
and a2 = constant with direction normals in the -_i and -_2
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directions be defined, respectively, as
-7° _ -(N%e_+ N°2em+ Qo_n)Amd_m
_To = _Nello _i+ N°2em+ QO&) Aid_i
(Bh)
On sections ai + da i and as + da m the surface stress vectors are:
To + _ daland7° + _ dam (BS)
3ai 3a2
Thus the equilibrium equation for forces prior to buckling in vector
form is given by
da I + _ dam + _ Ai Am da I dam = 0 (B6)
where q is an external force per unit area given by




be the resultant couples per unit length of the lines
(B8)
ai and a_
as shown in Figure B3. The surface moment vectors acting on sec-
tions al " constant and a s = constant with negative direction
normals may be defined, respectively, as follows:
-_ = -(-M%_ ÷_o _m)As dam





= - N21) _n + (Q_ _l - Q_ _) A1 A_ d_ 1 d_2 (BlO)
On the sections aI + da I and as + da_, with positive direction
normals,
Ho + _ da I and Ho + _ da_ (Bll)
8a i 8a 2
The summation of the moments acting on the element yields_
_ da_+ _ da_+_o. 0 (BI2)
8a m 8_2
The derivatives of the unit vectors with respect to the curvi-
linear coordinates a. are given as follows
I
1 aA_e__A_ e
As 8a2 RI n
8___= 1 8Aae s
8as A1 8aI
8_ 2 A1 8_I Rs n
m




Equations (B6) and (BIO) are the equilibrium equations in vector
form for a prebuckling state. By use of expressions (Bh)_ (Bg) and
(BI3), six equations may be obtained.
When the external load reaches the critical buckling load_ the
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equilibrium state is neutral and an additional displacement field may be
superposed on that deformed state.
point a be denoted by A
= Ul_ I + u2_ 2 + w_ n
Let the additional displacement of a
(BI4)
where ul, u2, and w are displacement components in the respective
directions as defined in the above equation. Now, according to Equation
(Bll), the unit vectors _l, _e and eh at the buckled state may be
_hought of as if they were engraved in the element and have now been de-
formed and rotated. They become, respectively,
__!
_I = (i + _I) el
__I




the respective unit vectors have been rotated.
_ 1 8ut + 1 _ u2 + w
_i A1 8_ I AIA---_8_ R_
1 8u_ + i 8A_Amul + w
_2 --A-_ 8_2 AIA--_ 8_I R-_





eI = eI + colee - $1en
e2 = _0eeI + e2 - $2en
en = $1el + Sme_ + en
1






Due to the displacement _ a stress field is introduced. Denoting
the corresponding stress resultants by Nij and Qi, the surface stress
vectors at sections e_ = constant and _2 = constant, with negative direc-
tion normals, are, respectively,
- _l = - [(N°l + N11)el + (N°_ + N12)e_ + (QO + Ql)en] A_ d_
(B20)
- Tm = - [(N°l + Nml)e I + (N°m + N2_)em + (QO + Q_)en] AI dal
The amplitudes of ul, u2 and w which in general are undetermined,
may be considered very small at the moment when the critical load is
reached. Thus the product terms of these displacements and their deriva-
tives are negligible. When Equations (BIS), (BI6) and (BI7) are used
and only the zero and first order terms of the displacements and their
derivatives are retained, Equations (B20) become
_1 " _o + [(NI _ + NO sm + NO_% + QO_)e':L
+ (NI_ + N11_h +
+ - -
• m
_2" To + [(N_l + N°2c°_ + N°1 sl + Q°_l)_
+ (N_ + N°_ + N°_m + Q°_/_)e_
+ (Qm _ NO2%2 - N°_/_)en] A_ da_
(B l)
6o
The surface stress vectors on sections aI + da I and am + dam accordingly
become, respectively,
3_I 3_ --
The total external force acting on the deformed and tilted areas
becomes
_'Al Am daz dam = [q_ei + qme_ + q3e_]'A1(l + _i)d_i Am(l + _m)dam
_-_Az Am dal dam + [q1(el + _) + q_m + qn_1]el
+ [qlel + qm (_m + _I) + qn_m]em (B23)
+ [qn(gl + sin) - ql_l - qm_m]en A1 Am dal dam
Summing up all the forces acting on the element and assuming
the equilibrium equation in vector form at the buckled state
3_T daI + 3_T da m + - A_ da I da m O (B2h)
3aI _m q'A1 --
By making use of Equations (B21), (B23), (B6) and (BI3), and dividing
through by da I • dam, Equation (B2h) yields the following three equilib-
rium equations:
_(NIIAm)+l Nzm_--_ + Q!AR-_I +8_ (NmlA1) - Nmm_
+ ____[(No_ + .om_ + Qo,_)Am+ (N°_ + N°_m + Q°,m)_--_A
8_i 8a m
(B2_)
_ (No]_t__+ Nomtm)_ + L [(_om_m+ Nolle. + Qo_) A_]
Rz 3_m
- (N°msm + N°lel + Q°%m)_3A---a+ [(%(sx + sin) + q_m + qn_m]AmAm = 0
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8
+ 8a--_ [(N°l_l + N°2e2 + Qm°*2)Am] - (N°l+l + N°2_m + Q°*l ) _+a 2
+ 8___ [(NO em + NOlo1 + QO_m)A l] + (NO _m + NOm_m + qO+m) 8Am
+am +a 1




+ _-- [(_°m,m+ N%fm) A_] + _---[(N°_+m+ No_,m) h.]
_am _a_
+ [qm_m + q2_m - qn (sl + s2)] AmAm = 0
Similarly, letting Mij be the corresponding resultant couples




= [(N°m + Nmm) - (N°l + Nmm)] en (B27)
+ [(QO + Qm) el - (QO + Qm) era] Am Am da m da 2
By making use of expressions (BI_), (B16) and (B17) and neglecting %erms
of second and higher orders Equations (B26) and (B27) become
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(M_ _o_ e ÷Mo_) el_ o _- - (Mllge M°e$,i ) en] A e d_
O
M2 = _oe + [-. (Mie - M°i_ + Me_i) ei
+ (M_e+ M°_ M°e_) _e - o _- (Melee M_ki) en] A i d_ 1 (B28)
-_o + [Q_+ Qo_ _ Q°_e+ N°_ - Ne_1°]e_
+ [_Q_ + Qo_e+ (No __o )_] ee
o
+ [(Nie - Nel) - Qe_l + Qi_e] _n Ai Ae dal da2
Substituting Equation (B28) into the equilibrium equation yields
da i + _ da e + M = 0 (B29)
Eliminating the zero order terms by Equation (B12) results in three
equations in the following form:
_ ! [(M_i_e-M°e_)A_] _ [(M°_e- M°_)A_]
8e i 8_e
- (M_°_e-M?_) _ (M°_ -_o_)
3a 2 8_i
O _-+ [M_1,e-n°e,_]A__ + [Q%_ _ QO_ + (_o_ No) ,] A_ Ae 0
R i
(B)O)
+ _ [(_°1_e- M°_.)Ae]+ _ [(M%._e- M°__)A_]
8a I 8_
_ [_o_e __o_] _ + [_o_e __oe__]
8_ e 8_ i
o o
- [Melee R e-Mee_] + [_o __o_e+ (_oe__o)_e]A _Ae.o
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['_1 - _R2 + N12 - N21] A1 A2 (B30)
1 o o )_l.1 ( o o.
_ _ _ Q2_I-QI_2)] Al A2+ [(M°_ M°_) _ (M_-M_ R_
- _%-_ ..... _ [(M<_,_ - M°_,_)A_] -- o
In addition to these equilibrium equations, the elastic relations
are required to complete the problem. The following approximate rela-
tions may be adequate for the analysis 4
_ m (_i + _)N11 l_v2
Et
N22 " I-_2 (_ + vsl)
Et
mle = me1 = _ _I
(B31)
_t 3
Mil-- 12(I_v2) (DI + vr]2)
Et 3
M22 = 12(l_v2_ (r12 + vrl:]) (B32)
gt
Mi2 _ M21 ,, l_v2 T




_The use of these approximate relations is based on: (i) according
to Koiter [Blh], the first approximation is consistent with the Love-
Kirchhoff assumption made in thin shell theory; and, (2) because of the
complexity of the buckling problem, some approximate method probably has
to be used to obtain solutions.
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i _ _ _ ___ +
Ai _I AIAm 8_2 R!
A_ 8_m AIA_ _i R_
In the last equation of (B30), the expression
-_ + NI_ - N_I- 0
R I Rm
can be shown by the definitions of M_j and Nij to be similar to
Equations (B3) and (B8), since _i_ = _i" Thus this equation may be
discarded. Then Qi and Q_ can be solved for from the other two
equations of (B30). Substituting Qi and Q2 into Equations (B25)
yields a third equation. By use of Equations (B31-B33), (B16), (B18)
and (B19), three homogeneous equations are obtained for three unknown
displacements with ql, qm and qn as parameters. The boundary
conditions for these additional displacements are also homogeneous.
For nontrival solutions, vanishing of the matrix of coefficients of




ql, qm and qn" The detailed derivations are left for
individual problems.
BUCKLING EQUATIONS FOR CONICAL SHELLS
It would be proper to first reduce the general equations to those
for shells of revolution and then to obtain the equations for conical
shells. For shells of revolutions let
_I = _ and _2 = @
as shown in Figure 4. Then
A i - rl(_) , A 2 = r e sin
R i = rl, R 2 = r_ sin
(B35)
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8Am = .8(rz sin _o) = rl cos
8_ I 3_
(B35)
Introducing the above relations into (B25), yields
r2 sin _ + rI _ - Ner I cos(N r_ sin _) + Q 38
+ --+++[(N_% + N<_eO+e Q_%)r_ sin+ - (N°++ + N+e+eo )r m sin +
+ ![(N_% + N+++++e + QeWcp)rl]
+ qn_n]rlr_ sin @ = 0
(B36)
8N8
__88_(Nee r_ sin _) + rI 7 + Ne_ rI cos _ + Qe rl sin
+ +--++FCN_%. + N_e+8 + Q%++e_ +_ `++]
_ o )r_] + ° + N+++++ Q_%) r_ cos++ +e [(Ne+e+ N_e%+ Qe+e (Ne%
- (Nee8 + N° W)e_ rI sin _ + [q_ + qe(_e + _) + qn_e] rlr sin _ = 0
N N8 8
(r-_l + _) rlr m sin + - _ (Q+
3Qe
rm sin _) - rI 3-7
+ _+++[(NO+++ + N e+eo ) rm sin +] + _e [(Ne% + NeJ+)° ==]
+ (N°++++NSe% +Q+%°) r_ sin++ (N_+e +Ne+%° +Q_+e ) r= sin+
+ [q+++ + qe+e - qn(+ + s8) rlr _ sin _ = 0
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The first two equations of (B30) become
3Me
-- -- + M r I cos + - Q8 rlr_ sin +8 (M+er_ sin +) + r I 38 B_8+
-- + (M_¢%-M_%)8 - M ° _B)re sin _] - ri8+ [(MS% +e
+(_+- _3%>r_._o_++(_%_%+%o)_ sin
+ [Q_++ - Q_m8 + (N:8 _ N °_+) ++ r m r e sin + + 0
(M+ re sin +) + rI - M 8 ri cos + - Q rI re sin +8+ 3e +
+ __8 - M_+_+) sin +] + - M[++)




+ _ a _ constant
ri 8_ 8s
rl m _ re t s cot G_ rm sin _ m r m s cos G.
Dividing Equations (B36) and (B37) by r cos ms and using Equation (B38),
the following five equilibrium equations for conical shells are obtained:
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8Nes
8 (SNs) + _ sec c_ - N e8s 8e
+ as [ + o [N_)_°e + + ] secNes_ s et_s
_ (NeS e + Neso_sO+ Qetlo ) + [qs(_s + Se ) + qeGOe+ o.ntls ] s = o
8N e
__88s(SNse) + _8e sec _ + Nes + Qe tan a
o ) s] +_e [N_e + o + o.+ as+ [(N°°_s + N°e+e + Qs1_e Nesms Qet_e ]
+ (N_°e + NesSs + Qetrso ) _ (N_)t/e+ Nest/sO ) tan c_
+ [qsO_s + qe(_e + %) + an_ke] s = 0
Ne, tana-_s (SQs)-Sec_ 8_e
8 o + o ) s] + 8 _ + o ) sec c_+ 8-_ [(N _s NseC,e _ (N !r e Nes¢ s
sec
(B39)
+ (N_e + N°_s + Q_e) tan
+ [qst_s + qet_e - qn (ee + %)] s = o
_ _.8 [s(M2_ e _8s
+ M° _e oes - Me_e
8M e
8 (SMse) + -_ sec _ + Mes - sqe
_oeco
+ [Q_&s - Q%^ + o os _ (Nse - Nes) _/s ] s = 0
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(sM s) + _Mes8-s 8--_- sec _ - Me - sQs tan
0
+ [Q_s - QsS8° + (N°_so- N°Os) 48] s = 0
(B40)
The kinematic relations (BI6), (BI8), (BI9) and (B33) can be
reduced to those for conical shells with no difficulty. Letting
uI = v and u2 = u be the displacements in the s and 0 directions









o_e = _ [_=_ sec _ - u]
8w
4s = - 8-'s (B41)
= i [u tan a 8w4e s - _ see_]
Os 8s2
I 8u 82w 1 8w
= s-_ [_ tan _ sec _ - sec2 a]DO 8-_- S 8s
! 82W_U
= r_-__tan
s -_s 8s80 8wseca] - [u tan_ - _ sec_]
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CLOSING REMARKS
In this report a rigorous theory of buckling of conical shells
has been presented. However, the solutions of the equations would
be very difficult to obtain. There are several methods that may be
worth trying. For example, the _edge zone '_solutions developed in
[B15], the asymptotic method developed in [BlO] and power series
methods in general may provide solutions. Such attempts are beyond
the scope of the present work.
The formulations presented were limited to linear small deflections
and isotropic media. However, they can be extended to finite deflection
1 1 8w 2 1 1 8w 1 8w 8w
theory by adding _ _ (71) , 2 A22 (8-_22)2 and AIA---_ (_)(8_2) to
6m, 62 in (B16) and w in the first equation of (B33), respectively.
They can also be extended to orthogonal shells by the proper changes
of the elastic relations given by (B31) and (B32). All of these are
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FIGURE B4.-ELEMENTS OF SHELL OF REVOLUTION.
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APPENDIX C
EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL STUDY OF STRESS






By William K. Rey
SUMMARY
Seven flat, aluminumalloy panels with integral stiffeners of
rectangular cross-section were used to experimentally determine the
stress distribution under axial compression loads. Four of the panels
had seven stiffeners and three of the panels had eleven. Twoof the
panels had edge stiffeners of linearly varying cross-section, one pane]
was supported by an integral unstiffened section and one panel contained
a rectangular cutout. Each of the panels with seven stiffeners was sub-
jected to four different loading conditions and each of the panels with
eleven stiffeners was subjected to six different loading conditions.
The experimental results were comparedwith the results of a
theoretical analysis that utilized a digital computer solution. Although
the numerical values obtained experimentally did not, in all cases,
agree closely with the theoretically determined values, there was a good
agreement in most cases and, in all cases, the trend of the changes in
the stresses indicated by the experimental results was in good agreement
with the changespredicted by the theoretical analyses.
INTRODUCTION
Whena concentrated load is applied to the end of a stiffened panel,
the distribution of the stress throughout the panel is influenced by the
*Professor of Aerospace Engineering, University of Alabama and Project
Director of NASAContract NAS8-2016_.
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shearing deformations in the webs of the panel. If a concentrated load
is applied to a stiffener at one of the ends of a stiffened panel, the
loads and stresses in the stiffeners other than the loaded stiffener at
sections near the end at which the load is applied are less than would
be predicted by elementary considerations. Since these stresses are
less than predicted due to shearing deformations, this behavior is
commonly referred to as shear lag although some investigators have pre-
ferred to discuss this behavior under the heading of stress diffusion.
As discussed in a previous report [CI], 1 the large majority of previous
studies of this problem were conducted prior to the introduction of
integrally stiffened panels. Since the transfer of load from stiffeners
to webs may be expected to be different in integrally stiffened panels
than in panels with stiffeners attached by riveting or spot-welding, an
experimental study utilizing integrally stiffened panels appeared
desirable to fill a void in available data. Furthermore, most of the
earlier experimental studies used panels in which the total stiffener
area was much larger than the total web area w.u_uas modern ±auncll
vehicles have used integrally stiffened panels in which the web area was
nearly equal to, or perhaps larger than, the stiffener area. This fact
served to reinforce the need for further experimental studies°
In a previous study [02], the effect on the stress distribution in
integrally stiffened panels of varying ratio of stiffener area to web
area was investigated using three panels each of which contained seven
uniformly-spaced stiffeners of constant rectangular cross-section. The
ratio of the total stiffener area to the web area was approximately one-
half, one and two in the three panels that were tested.
INumbers in brackets refer to references at the end of this appendix.
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The present investigation was designed to explore the effects of:
(I) varying the number of stiffeners_ (2) using stiffeners of different
sizes in the same panel_ (3) using stiffeners of varying cross-section;
(4) supporting a stiffened panel by an unstiffened section_ and (5) placing
a rectangular cutout in the panel.
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
Specimens
The seven panels that were tested were all prepared from the same
piece of one inch thick 7075-T651 aluminum alloy plate. Typical panel
configurations and identifications of the stiffeners and webs are shown
in Figure CI for the panels with seven stiffeners and in Figure C2 for
the panels with eleven stiffeners. The cross-sections of the seven
panels, designated as Panels E, F, G, H, I, J and K are shown in Figures
C3, Ch, C5, C6, C7, C8 and C9, respectively.
Bonded-resistance-type uniaxial and rectangular rosette foil strain
gages were used to determine the strains at selected locations. The
placement of these gages and rosettes and their identification is shown
in Figure CIO for Panel E, in Figure CII for Panels F, G and I, in
Figure C12 for Panel H, in Figure C13 for Panel J and in Figure Clh for
Panel K.
Machining of the panels was accomplished in a vertical milling
machine in the shop of the Department of Aerospace Engineering. Satis-
factory dimensional tolerances were maintained. However, most panels




The equipment used is the same as that described in a previous
report [C2]. A schematic view of the loading arrangement is shown in
Figure C15. The four loading conditions used in testing the panels
with seven _t_¢¢_e_s _ id_+_i=d _ _ ..... _7_ +_ _^_---
conditions used in testing the panels with eleven stiffeners are iden-
tified in Figure C17. Photographs of the front and back of each of the
seven panels are presented in Figures C18 through C31.
Test Procedure
The test procedure that was used was the same as the test procedure
described in a previous report [C2]. For each of the loading conditions
investigated a minimum of three complete tests was conducted.
MATRIX ANALYSIS
Theoretical analyses of each panel were performed using the methods
that are described in detail in previous reports [CI, C2]. The appli-
cation of the method to each of the panels is outlined in the following
material.
Analysis I of Panel E
This analysis uses the idealized structure described in Method I
in an earlier report [CI]. The generalized force system is identified
in Figure C32 in which ql through q44 represent the normal forces in
the stiffeners at the indicated locations and q45 through q74 repre-
sent the shear flows in the shown webs. Compressive normal forces and
stresses in the stiffeners were defined as positive forces in this
analysis and all the analyses that follow. The shear flows and shearing
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stresses in the webs were defined as positive when they acted upward on
the left hand edge of a web element.
The a.. matrix for this analysis was a 7h x 7h symmetrical matrix
13
with the following 15h non-zero elements:
_ L_I_
al 1 = all ll
, , 3AlE
a3.2;12 = a22,22 = 3A2E
a23_,23 = a33_33 = 3AsE
=
a34_34 = 844._44 3A4E
L_ + L2
82_ 2 = alO'_ 10 = _IE
LI + L2
a13,13 = a21,21 = 3A2E
L_ + L2
ae4._e4 = a32,32 = 3A3E
LI + L2
a35,35 = a43,43 = 3A4E
L 2 + L_
a3,3 = a9_ e = _AiE
L2 + La
a14,14 = a2o,2o = 3A_E
_'2 + L,_
a28_25 = a31_31 = 3A3E
L_. + L._
a3s_36 = a4e_42 = 3A4E
a4_ 4 = as_ 5 = a6_,6 = aT_ 7 = a8,8
=i
3AxE
a15_15 = a16:916 = a17_17 = a18._18 = ale 19 --
, 3A2E
a26.._,26 = a27.,27 = aes,28 = a29_,29 = a3o_,3o = 3A3E
8O
a37_37 = a_8_ 38 = a39_39 :- a40_40 = 041}e-
az) 2 = a2_ 1 = alo_l 1 = all_z o _1 E
L
al2_l 3 : 813_i 2 = 821_22 = a22_2 ! --
L
a23_24 = 824_23 = a32_33 = a33_32 = _
i
a34_35 = a35_34 = a43_44 = a44_43 =
a2_ 3 = as, _ = a%1 o = alo, e = 6AlE
L
al3_l 4 = 814_i 3 = a2o_ 1 = s_l)_ 0 =
a_%25 = a25_24 = a31_3 e = as2931 = 6AaE
L
a35_86 = a3%36 = a42,43 = a43,42 =
83_ 4 = 8493 = a4_ 5 = as_ 4 = a_=
L
= a_ ,_ = as 8 =
al% 16 = als_ 14 = als_ 16 = a16_
= 818_ 19 = a19_
6 = a%5 = a6_7 = aT, e = 87_8 = a8_7
18 = al6_IT = 81716 = 817_18 = alS_lV
i
18 = ale 2o = a_o_,le = _A2E
a26_26 = 826_25 = a26_27 = ,=q27_26 = cq2,7,28 = a28_27 = a28 29 = a29,28
= a29.,30 = ,B_O,
.,.,,L
29 = a309 31 = a_l_30 =
a36_37 = 8379.36 = 837_38 = 838_3 T = 838_3 _ = a39_s 8 = a_e_40 = a40_39
L
= 840_ 41 = a41S 40 = a41_ 42 = 84_s 41 = _4E
a4_ 45 = a54_ 64 = Ot I
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a5_.55 = 864;64 = r,.4-
ut 2
a65,65 : a74,7,1 = (It3
846,46 = a53,53 = Gt 1
a56,56 = a63,63 = Ot 2
866j66 = 873,73 = Gt 3
847.,47 = a48,48 = a4e,4 s = 85o,50 = a51,51 = as._,se = Gt I
a57_57 = 858,58 = 859,59 = 860.,60 = 861,61 = a62,62 = Gt 2
a67,67 = a68,68 = a69_69 = a70_70 = 871,71 = a72,72 = Ot 3
The remaining 5322 elements of _l.j] are eachequall to zero.
For the idealized structure used in this analysis there were thirty
redundants. The thirty shear flows, q45 through q74, were selected as
the redundants. The unit external load matrix, [gim ] = [gin ], was a
7h x h matrix with the following non-zero elements
glzm+n-lz, m 1.0 where m i, 2, 3,h
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,ii
The unit redundant load matrix, [gir ] = [gjs ], was a 7h x 30
matrix. With the shear flows q45 through q74 designated as redun-
dants one through thirty, respectively, the 360 non-zero elements of
the gir matrix were as follows:
g44+_, m = 1 where m = 1,2,3, .... ,30
82
gllm+n-!o, mum-9= +T-'i
gllm+n+l, lom-s = -LI
..I
where m = 1,2,3
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,i0
giim÷n-s, lom-s = +L2
gllm+n+_,lom-s = -L_
where m = 1,2,3
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,9
h
g11m+n+p-s, 1om+p-s = +L3_
Jgllm+n+p+% lom+p-s = -L3




gllm+n+s, lom-I = -Le
gllm, lom = +L_ 1
?
gllm+ll, lom = -Ll|
.J
i where m = 1,2,3
n = 1,2
where m = 1,2,3
The four loading conditions considered are shown in Figure C16.









P2 = P_ = P4 = 0
PI = P_ = P4 = 0
PI = P_ = P_ = 0
P4 = 0.5, Pl = P2 = P3 = 0
With this definition, the external load matrix was defined as a h x h
diagonal matrix with elements on the diagonal of i, i, I, 0. 5 and all
other elements zero.
The computational steps required were as follows:
(i) Generate [aij ]
(2) Generate [gim ]
83
(3) Generate [gir I
(4) Evaluate [arn ] = [gri][aij][gjn]
(5) Evaluate [are ] [gri][aij][gjs ]
(6) Evaluate [a_]
r -_
(7) Evaluate "[Grmj_= _[ars]rLarn jl
(8) Evaluate [Gim ] = [gim ] + [gir][Grm 3
(9) Evaluate [Arn ] = [gri][aij][Gjn ]
(I0) Evaluate [qin ] = [Gim][Pmn]
The computer program used to perform the necessary computations is
given in Appendix CI. The dimensional data for Panel E was as follows:
LI = 0.3, L_ = 2.7, L3 = 3.0
A I = 0.7791, A_ = 0.3442, A3 = 0.3584, A 4 = 0.1791
b I = 2.4175, b_ = 2.6480, b3 = 2.6280
t I = 0.I000, t_ = 0.1005, t3 = 0.1025
E = 10.5 x 10 6, G = 3.9 x i0 e
The numerical results of this analysis are summarized in Tables
C149 through C152.
Analysis IT of Panel E
This analysis uses an idealized structure defined in Method II
of reference CI. The generalized forceAused in this analysis is shown
in Figure C33 in which ql through qll represent the normal forces in
Stiffener No. 1 at the indicated locations, qlm through q54 represent
the normal forces in the equivalent sheet at the indicated locations and
q_5 through q94 represent the shear flows in the shown webs. The general-
ized forces qem through qs4 also represent the normal forces in Stiffeners
Nos. 2, 3 and 4. The sign convention was the same as used in Analysis I.
The a.. matrix for this analysis was a 94 x 94 symmetrical matrix
13
with the following 252 non-zero elements:
84
L_%_
ai,1 = all, ram - 3AE
= L_ + L_
a2,2 = alo, io 3AE
= L_ + L3
a3,3 = as, 9 3AE
=
a4 4 88 8 6 = 7 8
, , = as, a7, = as, 3AE
al, 2 = as, I = alo, 11 = all, lO 6AE
a2,3 = a3,2 = 89,10 = alo, 9 _AE
83, 4 = a4, 3 = a4_ 6 = 85, 4 = a6, 6 = a6, 5 = a6, 7 = aT, 8
= 88,9 = as, 8 = _m
= = L] + L_,
a12, 12 a2o, 20 3bltE
= L_ +L._
a13, i3 = ale, ms 3brutE
814,14 = a!5,15 = also16 = a17_17
=
a 2z, 21 3bltE
=
a_2, 22 a32,3e 3brutE
a33,33 = a43,43 3b3tE
=
844 44 = a54, 54 3b4t E
_ L_ + L2
a23,_3 = a31,31 - 3b2t E
=LI +L2
a34, 34 = a42, 42 3b3% E
= L_ + L2
a45,45 = a53,53 364% E
= al8 ' 18 3bltE
= a7_ e = as,
85
a24,_4 = a3o,3o - 3b2tE
a35,3 5 = a41,41 - 3b3tE
L_ + La
a46,46 a52,52 = 3b4t E
a_5_25 = a26_e 6 = a27_e 7 = a_e, 28 = a29_2e
a36_3 6 = a37_37 = a38_38 = a39_3 9 --- 840_40
8&7947 = a_8_48 = a49_49 = a50_50 = 861_5 l
L
ale_l 3 = a13_l e = a19_20 = aeo_l 9 =
= 2L_k _
3b4tE
al3_ 14 = a14_ 13 = al4_l 5 = al6_l 4 = 816_i 6
= a_.e, lm = al6_l 7 = alTo:iS
_ L_%__
= a17_18 = a18_17 = al8_ 19 = al9_ 18 - 6b_tE
L
amo, 21 = a21,2o =
L
a22_23 = ae3_22 = a31_32 = a32s 31 = b_E_
L
823_24 = ae4_e 3 = a3%31 = a31_30 =
a24,25 = a25,24 = a25_6 = a26,_5 = a26_27 = a27_ 26 = 827_ 28 = a_8_ e7
= _ L,
= ae8_,29 = aee.,,28 = a29,3o a3o, 2£ - 6b2Et
L_AI_
a33_34 = a34_33 = a42_43 = a43_42 - 663E t
a3_35 = a35_3 4 = 841_4 e = a_e_4:L = 6bsE t
836_36 = a36_3 _ = 836937 = 8_7s36 = 8_79_ 8 = a38_ 7 = 8_8_.3. 8 = ase_S 8
L
= a3%40 = a4%_9 = a&o_4 _ = a4:1_4o =
86
_a44_46 = 845_44 = 863_54 = a64_53 - 6b_Et
a45_46 = 846_45 = a82_63 = a83_6 _ =
a46,47 = a47q46 = a47,48 = a48_4 ? = a48}4 @ = a4e.,48 = a4@_60 = a8o.9
L
= a5o_51 = a51_50 = a51_52 = a82,81 =
aes, ee = ael,el = 3Gt
ase, 5e = a87, s7 = 3Gt
a63., 63 = a67_ ,67 = a71., 71 = a75. .75 = a7% -79 = a83} 83 = 3C-t
L1(bl + b2)
a6e, 56 = a92, 92 = 3Ot
L_(bl + b2)
aeo, so = ae%ee = 3Gt
L_(b2 + b_)
a57, 57 = 893' 93 = 3Gt
L_(b2 + b._)
a61, 61 = aee,e9 = 3Gt
a65_65 = a69_69 = a73_73 = a77 _
L._(b_ + b_)
77 = asl el = aee,se = 3or
L_(b._+ b_)
a58,58 = ae4,e4 = 3Gt
L_(b._ + b4)
ae2, e_ = a9°, 90 = 3Gt
- L3(b3 + b4)
866} 86 = aT°_ 70 = 874_ 74 = a78_ 78 = ase, 82 = a86_ 86 - 3Gt
aee,ee = a66_,66 = agl_,ge = a92_91 = 6Or
a59_6° = a6°_'59 = a87:,88 = a88_87 = 6Gt
48
87
a6_,64 = 064,63 = a67,e 8 = 068,67 -- a71,72 = a72_71 - a75,76 = a76,75
= a79,80 = aeo,79 = ae3 '
ace, 57 --- a57,66 = a92, e 3 = ae3 '
a6o,61 = a61,60 -- a88,89 = a89 '
s4 = as%as = 6Gt
as- 6Gt
ae4,66 --- a65,66 = a68 '
= aeo, e 1 = ael,
a57,58 = a5e_5 ? = a93 '
ael, e _ = a62,61 = a89 '
69 = a69_68 = a72,73 = a73,72 = a76,
80 = ae4,88 = 8815,84 =
94 = a94,93 =
90 = aeo, ee - 6Gt
77 = a77,7e
ae5,66 = a66,e 5 = a69 '
= ael, e 2 = abe '
70 = a70,69 = a73s74 = 874,73 = a77,
81 = a ee, 86 = 886, 85 =
78 = ate, 77
The remaining elements of [aij] are zero.
For the idealized structure used in this analysis there were forty
redundants. The forty shear flows q56 through q94 were chosen as
the redundants and identified as redundants one through forty, respec-
tively. The unit external load matrix, gim' was a 94 x 4 matrix with
the following non-zero elements:
and
gl,1 = g2,1 = gs,1 ...... gli,_ = I
g1_un+n-l,m = i where m = 2,3,4 and n = 1,2,3, .... ,II
The unit redundant force matrix was a 94 x 40 matrix with the
following 480 non-zero elements:
88
qs_+n,n = I where n = 1,2,3, .... ,40
qn+l, 1 = Ll 1
qn+zl, 1 = -LI
where
n = 1,2,3, .... ,i0





n = 1,2,3, .... ,I0
where n = 1,2,3, .... ,9
qll_+n+l,_+6 = L_
qllD_+n+12, m+5 = -L_
where m = 1,2,3
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,9
where m = 1,2,3,. • 6
and n = 1,2,... iig_-rn)
qr_+lin+p÷l, 41N+rI+8 = L3 1
C_+lln+p+12, _m+n+5 = -L3
where
and
m = 1,2,3, .... ,6
n = 1,2,3
p = 1,2,3,....,(9-m)
where n = 1,2





qli, 37 = LI
q21,37 = -LI
89
qll_+ I% n÷s7 = L1
!
where n = 1,2,3qlln+2!, n+37 -n 1
The external load matrix, Pmn' was the same as the one used in
Analysis I.
The computational steps required were the same as those outlined
for Analysis I. The computer program used to perform the necessary
computations is given in Appendix C2. The dimensional data for this
analysis was as follows:
Ll = 0.3, L2 = 2.7, L3 = 3.0
A = 0.6582 in2 (cross-sectional area of stiffener l)
bI = 1.2088 b2 = 2.7136 bs = 2.8190 b4 = 1.h025
t = 0.1231 (equivalent sheet thickness)
E = 10.5 x l0s, G = 3.9 x l0s
The numerical results of this analysis are presented in Tables
Clh9 through C152.
Analysis I of Panels F and G
This analysis of Panels F and G used the same type of idealized
structure as was used in Analysis I of Panel E. The generalized force
system is shown in Figure c3h in which the generalized forces ql
through qee represent the normal forces in the stiffeners at the
indicated locations and the generalized forces qs7 through qlle
represent the shear flows in the shown webs. The sign convention used
was the same as the one used in the analyses of Panel E.
The matrix of flexibility coefficients, aij , was a 116 x 116
symmetrical matrix with the following 236 non-zero elements:
9O
allm+lon-eo, llm÷lOn-eO = qA V.
J"m-
LI + L_.
a iL_1+an-17, llm÷ an-17 = 3Atom I
L2 + L_
a mlm+sn-14, mlm+sn-14 = 3AmE
= _ _ where
almm+n_s, imm+n-e 3AmE .2 and
Lib n
"A
asm+1on+4s, sm+1on+_e = Ot----_
JLmb n
agm+lon+61, gm÷lon÷sl = OT
n
where m = 1,2, .... ,6
and n = i, 2
m = 1,2, .... ,6
n = 1,2, .... ,5
where m = 1,2
and n = 1,2, .... ,5
L3bn ] where m = 1,2,3, .... ,6
and n = 1,2, ,5am+mon+se, m+_on+s8 = Gt--_ ....
allm+ n-l ,llm+ n-le--allm+gn-ls,llm+ n-19--
m _ m = 1,2, .... ,6
T
n i, 2
811m+7n-ls, llm+7n-15 allm+Tn-15, llm+7n-16 _E
m
_mE_ where m = 1,2, .... ,6
afire+n-s, llm÷n-8 = afire+n-8, llm÷n-9 = and n = i, 2, .... ,6
The idealized structure used in this analysis contained fifty re-
dundants. The fifty shear flows, q67 through q11e, were chosen as the
redundants.
The unit external load matrix, gim' was a 116 x 6 matrix with the
following 66 non-zero elements:
where m = 1,2, .... ,6gnm÷n-11,m = I and n -- 3, .... ,ii
The fifty redundants, qs7 through qlle, were designated as redun-
dants one through 50, respectively. The unit redundant load matrix was
a 116 x 50 matrix with the following 600 non-zero elements:
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= I where m = 1,2, .... ,50gse÷m,m
gllm+n-lo, lOre-9 = L1 I
gllm+n+l, lom-g = -LI
where m = 1,2, .... ,5
and n = 1,2, .... ,lO
gllm+n-s, lom-8 = L2
gllm+n+e, lom-e = -L2
gl im+n+p-9, i om+p-e = Ls
gnm+n+p+2, 1om+p-e = -L3
where m = 1,2, .... ,5
and n = 1,2, .... ,9
I m = 1,2, .... ,5
p = 1,2, .... ,6
n (9-p)
gllm+n-2, lom-i = L2
gllm+n+% lom-i = -Le
m = 1,2, .... ,5
n= 1,2
gllm, lom = LI
Jgllm+ll, lOm = "LI m = 1,2, .... ,5
The six loading conditions considered for the eleven stiffener
panels are shown in Figure C17. Referring to the generalized force














P_ = Ps = P_ = P6 = Pe = 0
P l = P3 = P4 = P6 = Pe = 0
Pl = P2 = P4 = Pe = Pe = 0
Pl = P_ = P3 = P6 = Pe = 0
PI = P2 = P3 = P4 = Pe = 0
PI = P_ = P3 = P4 = P6 = 0
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Using this definition of the loading conditions, the external load matrix
was a 6 x 6 diagonal matrix with diagonal elements of l, l, l, l, l, 0.5
and all other elements equal to zero.
The computational steps required were the same as those required in
Analysis I of Panel E. The computer program used in the analysis of
Panel F is given in Appendix C3 and the computer program used in the
analysis of Panel G is given in Appendix C4. The dimensional data was
as follows :
For both Panels F and G: Ll = 0.3, L2 = 2.7, L3 = 3.0















A 4 = 0.33226
A 8 = 0.33260












A l = 0.56669
A_ = o.26557
A 3 = 0.26087
A4 = 0.26471
As = 0.26534
A s = 0.13205
The numerical results of these analyses are presented in Tables
C153 through C158 for Panel F and in Tables 0159 through C164 for Panel G.
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Analysis I of Panel H
The generalized force system used in this analysis of Panel H is
the same as that used for Analysis I of Panel E and shown in Figure
C32.
The elements of the matrix of flexibility coefficients, a.., are
13
the same as the corresponding elements in Analysis I of Panel E except
for the elements corresponding to the normal forces in Stiffener No. 1.
The flexibility coefficients corresponding to the normal forces in the
tapered stiffener (Stiffener No. l) were determined using the equations
derived in reference C1. The 31 non-zero elements of a.. associated
13
with the tapered stiffener were expressed as follows:
___k_
at,1 = 3FAI, 2 @J1,1
a2,2 = 3FAI '2 3FAt, 3
a3, 3 = 3EAt '3 3EAt, 4
L_ + L_ Cj% 4
a%4 = 3EAI,4 _13, 3 3EAt, 6
a e,6= 3EA_,sT'-¢14,4 + L__3EAI,6 @J6,s
L3 ¢is, 5 + _ @Js,
ae,6 = 3FAI,6 3FAI, 7 6
L_ {Ie, e + _ {J7,7
a7, 7 = 3EAz '7 3EAt, 8
Ls @iv, + L3 @Je, e
ae, e = 3FA_, e 7 3EAt, 9
L_ _Ie, e + L8 '@Jg, 9
as, e = 3FAt 'e 3EAt, 1o
L_ _le,9 + LI
alo, lo = 3EAI, I° 3EAt, If
L] .@Iio, io
all, ii = 3EAI 'ii
_Jlo_ lO
94
La2_ 3 = a3_,e = _ qB2_ 3
L
a3,4 = a4,_ = _ @3,4
L
a4_5 = a6_4 = _ _4 _ 6
L
86_ 6 = 86_ 6 = _ 696_6
L
86_7 = a7_6 = @ _6_7
L
a7_8 = a8_7 = _ {7_8
L
a8_,9 = a9,8 = _ {8_,e
Le _9_I0
a9_lO = alo_e = 6EAI_I °
L]




n,n (l-Cn, n+l )3
C_,n+l - hCn n+l + 32
6Cn_n+ l / Cn n+l + i Cn, n+I -.-




n_n (l-Cn, n+l) °
Al_ n+l
and Cn, n+l - Al,n
n+1 - hCn, n+i + i
2
l°g e Cn,n+l)
Ce log e Cn,n+1
- 'n,n+l
The remaining 123 non-zero elements of the
tical to the corresponding elements of the aij
Panel E.
a.. matrix were iden-
13
matrix in Analysis I of
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The gim' gir' and Pmn_ were all identical to the corresponding
matrices of Analysis I of Panel E. The required computational steps were
also identical to those used for panel E. The computer program used to
perform this analysis of Panel H is given in Appendix C5. The dimension-
al data for Panel H was as follows:
Ll = 0.3, L2 = 2.7, L 3 = 3.0, E = 10.5 x i0e, G = 3.9 x I0e
tI = 0.1074, t2-- O.1076, t3 = 0.1071
bl = 2.4525, b_ = 2.6315, b3 = 2.6330
Al, I = 0.9388; AI, 2 = 0.9311; At, 3 = 0,8619
At, 4 = 0.7850; Al, 5 = 0.7081; At, 6 = 0.6312
A1, v = 0.5543; Al, e = 0.4774; AI, 9-_= 0.:4006
Ai,1o = 0.3313; Al, ll = 0.3236
Az = 0.3782
A3 = 0.3983
A4 = O. 1993
The numerical results of this analysis are presented in Tables C165
and C166.
Analysis I of Panel I
The generalized force system used in this analysis was the same
as that used for the analyses of Panels F and G which is shown in
Figure C34.
The matrix of flexibility coefficients was a ll6 x ll6 symmetrical
matrix with 236 non-zero elements. The expressions for the 31 non-zero
elements associated with the tapered stiffener were th_ same as the
expressions associated with the tapered stiffener used in the analysis
of Panel H. The remaining 205 non-zero elements in the matrix of flex-
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ibility coefficients were given by the expressions used in the analysis
of Panel G except that, in each of the seven expressions in which A
m
appeared in the denominator, m = 2,3, ....6 instead of m = 1,2, ....6.
The gim' gir and Pmn matrices for Panel I were identical to the
corresponding matrices for Panels F and G. The required computational
steps were also the same. The computer program used to perform this
analysis of Panel I is given in Appendix C6. The dimensional data for
Panel I was as follows:







t2 = O. i001
t3 = O.1009
t4 = O. i001
t6 = O. I000
Am = O.2522
A3 = O. 2716
A 4 = 0.2712
A 5 = O. 2712
A s = 0.1356
" _ At, : Al, = 0.9147: Ax, = 0.8247A x = -._046; n 9956; 3
AI,5 : 0.7348; A1,s = 0.6449; A1, v = 0.5549; Ai, e = 0.4650
A1,s = 0.3750; Al, lo = 0.2941; At, n : 0.2851
The numerical results for this analysis of Panel I are presented
in Tables C167 through C172.
Analysis I of Panel J
The generalized force system used for this analysis is shown in
Figure C35. The generalized forces ql through q_4 represented
normal forces and q4_ through q74 represented shear flows.
The matrix of flexibility coefficients was a 74 x 74 symmetrical
matric with the following 15h non-zero elements:
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8 __iil.lO, i_11-i 0 =














a_o, zo = 3AmE 3b_t_E
a_,ll = 3blt _E
2L a _
aB1_ _l = 3AeE
2L,,_ _




a_s,_s = 3A_E 3b_t _E
a_, _ = 3bst _E
a lln-9, l_n -s
L
:© where n = 1,2,3,4
where n = 1,2,3,h
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= E












where n = 1,2,3,h
where n = 1,2,3,h
alo, ll = al1,1o = 3b_t_E
L,_
L_




a lon+3e ,lon+3s =
L3b n
a i or1+m÷_ s, i on4q_l÷3 6 =
L_b n
alon÷_% !o[I +44 = Ot----_
L 4bn
alOn+42,1011 +4_ = Ot'--'_
Lsbn
a ion÷43_ i on÷_ =
where n = 1,2,3
where n = 1,2,3
where n = 1,2,3
and m = 1,2,3,4,5
where n = 1,2,3
where n = 1,2,3
where n = 1,2,3
The unit external load matrix gim for this analysis was the same
as the gim matrix used in Analysis of Panel E.
The thirty shear flows q45 through q74 were again selected as
the redundants. The unit redundant force matrix was a 7h x 30 matrix
with the following non-zero elements:
g_4+m,m = i
where m = 1,2,3,-",30
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Agllm+n-lo, lom-s = +Ll
gllm÷n+l, lOre-9 = -LI
where m = 1,2,3
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,I0
gllm+n-o, lore-8 = +L2
gllm+n÷e, lom-8 = -Le )
gllm+n+p-s, lom+p-s = +L3
gllm+n+p+2, lom+p-e = -L3
where m = 1,2,3
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,9
where m = 1,2,3
p = 1,2,3,4,5
n i .... ,(9-p)
gllm+n-3,1om-e = +L4
gllm+n+e, lom-_ = -L4 where m = 1,2,3
and n = 1,2,3
gllm+n-e, lOm-1 = +L5
gllm+n+9,1om_ 1 = -L8
where m = 1,2,3
and n = I, 2
gllm, lOre = +L3
gllm+ll, lom = -L3
)where m = 1,2,3
The P matrix for Panel J was the same as the one used for the
Inn
analyses of Panel E. The required computational steps were also the
same. The computer program used for this analysis of Panel J is pre-










A i = 0.4116
A_ = 0.5423





E = I0.5 x I0e, G = 3.9 x i0e
A 4 = 0.2700
The numerical results of this analysis of Panel J are presented
in Tables C173 and C174.
Analysis I of Panel K
The generalized force system used for this analysis of Panel K
is shown in Figure C36 in which ql through qd_ represented the
normal forces in the stiffeners, q44 and q_6 represented the normal
forces in the ribs and qds through q75 represented the shear flows
in the webs.
The matrix of flexibility coefficients was a 75 x 75 symmetrical




a_in-s, imn-s = 3AnE
L2 + L._
alln_8,11n_ e = 3AnE
_2_ L
alln-7, iin-7 - 3AnE
alln÷m-7, lln÷m-7 = 3AnE
L_ + L4
a37÷n, 37+n = 3AdE
where n = 1,2,3,h
where n = 1,2,3,4
where n = 1,2,3,h
where n = 1,2,3,h
where n = 1,2,3 and m = 1,2,3
where n = 1,2
alln_3,11n_ 3 = 3AnE
L2 +,L,_
alln-2, lln-2 = 3AnE
where n = 1,2,3
where n = 1,2,3
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By!N-l) ] ]D_-I
alln, lll 1 = _n E
L2+L_
a _m, _l = -3A_E
where






a_+n, 43+n - 3A6E
where n = 1,2
alllq_lO _ lln_ _ = alln-8 ) 11_i-io =_I.1
where n = 1,2,3,h
allrl_9)lliq_ 8 = 811n-e_lln-9 = _E
n
a lln+l_l- 9) 1111+i11--8
= 811rl+m-8)lln+N-g = _
n
alln÷m-7)lln÷m-6
= 811n4.N-6)llll÷_l-7 = _
n
where n = 1,2,3,h
where n = 1,2,3,h
and m = i, 2
where n = 1)2,3
and m = 1,2,3,h
_z_L
8111q_2)llrl_ 1 = alln_l_lllq-2 = _nEn E
where n = 1,2,3
8111%--1 , lllq
L
= 8llll) llrl-I =
where n = 1,2,3
_L__z_
838÷_i , 3s÷n = a3S÷l%_38+l% - 6A_ F"
where n = 1,2
_2_L
841 ) %2 = 842_41 =







al°n÷m÷3e, lOn+m+3e = G_
n
n = 1,2,3 and m = i, i0
L3b n
alon+m÷37, !on+m+37 = Gt
n
where n = 1,2,3 and m = 1,8
L3b n
alon+m+39, lon+m+3s = G--_-
n
where n = 1,2,3 and m = 1,2,5,6
_ L_ zb
an+se, n+se - Gt a
where n = 1,2 and m = 1,2
where n = 1,2
The twenty-nine shear flows q_e through q69 and qTi through
q75 were chosen as the redundants. The unit external load matrix was
a 75 x h matrix with the following non-zero elements:
gllm+n-ll,m = 1.0 where m = 1,2,3 and n = 1,2,3, .... ,Ii
gn+33, 4 = 1.0 where n = 1,2,3,h, 5
gn+27, 4 = I. 0 where
g44,4 L4
n = 1,2,3,4,5,6
The unit redundant force matrix was a 75 x 29 matrix with the
following non-zero elements:
g45+m,m = i. 0 where m = 1,2,3, .... ,2h
g7o+m, e_÷m = 1.0 where m = 1,2,3,h,5
gllm+n-lo, lom-s = LI
gllm÷n+l, lom-s = "LI
I where m = I, 2
and n = 1,2,3, .... ,i0
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gllm+n- 9,lom-8 _ [
!




n = 1,2,3, .... ,9
T 1gllm+n-8,1om-7 - "3 whe re
and
gll_l+n÷s, lOre-7 = -n3 i
m = 1,2
n = 1,2,3, .... ,8
gllm+n-7,1o_-6 = L3
gllm+n+4,1om-s = -L3
where m = 1,2 and n = 1,2,3, .... ,7
gllm+n-s, 1ore-5 = L3
gllm+n+5_lom_5 =-L 3}where m = 1,2 and n = 1,2,3,''.6
grim+n-5, _om-4 = L3 I
gllm+n+s_ lOrn-4 = -L3
where m = 1,2 and n = 1,2,3, h, 5
gllm÷n-4_ i om-3 = L3
gllm+n+7,1om-3 = -L3
where m = 1,2 and n = 1,2,3,h
gllm+n-3_ lom-e = L3 ]
gl im+n+8, iOlTl-2 -L3
3
where m = 1,2 and n = 1,2,3
gllm+n-e_lOm-i = L2
gllm+n+s_lom-I = -L_
where m = I, 2 and n = 1,2
gllm. lOre = LI
gll_q+ll, I0_ = -LI l
.J
where m = 1,2
g_3+m, el = LI
Jgs4+m, el = -L1 where m = 1,2,3,h
LI
g7o, 21 = - L4
/g35+m, ee = -Le where m = 1,2,3
gTO, 22 L4
g2s_m, 23 = L5
g66+m, 23 = -Lm
_-_L_z
g70, 23 L4
where m = 1,2
g27 2_ = L3
g38,24 = -L3
g70, z_4 L4
g44, 21 = L4
g44, 22 = L4
g4% 2_ = L4
zo5
g4% e4 = T.4
g28÷m_ 26 = T'4
]g3s÷m_ e5 = -L4 where m = 1,2,3,4,5
g45 25 = b3
gmg+m 2e = L 3
g3e+m_ _6 = -L3
g30+m_e7 = L3
gdo÷m_ m7 : -L3
where m = 1,2,3,h
where m = 1,2,3.
gel÷m, 2s = L2 I,
Jg41+m, 2e = -Lm where m = 1,2
g33_29 = LI
g43_29 = -LI
The external load matrix Pmn for Panel K was again the same as
the one used for the analyses of Panel E. The required computational
steps were also the same. The computer program used for this analysis










ba = 2.6163 t_ = O.0998





The numerical results of this analysis of Panel K are presented
in Tables C175and Cl?6.
DATA
The experimental results obtained in testing the seven panels are
presented in Tables C1 through Clh8. The procedure used for reducing
the test data to obtain these results was the sameas outlined in
reference C2, and the computer program used to transform the strain data
to stress information was the sameas the program given in Appendix A of
reference C2. In all the tables, the stresses are expressed in pounds
per square inch for a load P of 1000 pounds. For the seven stiffener
panels, as shown in Figure C16, this corresponds to a total load on the
panel of 2000 pounds for Loading Conditions I, II and III and a total
load of i000 pounds on the panel for Loading Condition IV. Similarly,
as shown in Figure C17 for the eleven stiffener panels this corresponds
to a total load on the panel of 2000 pounds for Loading Conditions I,
II, III, IV and V and a total load on the panel of i000 pounds for
Loading Condition VI.
For each loading condition, the experimental results are presented
for a minimum of three different tests and the average_ Of the :test
results is given. The average test results for each loading condition
for each panel are compared with the theoretical results obtained from
the matrix analyses in Tables Clh9 through C176.
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Comparison of the test data obtained in the three or more tests of
any one loading condition on a panel showed, in general, a good agreement
between individual tests. In general, the normal stress in the stiff-
eners, _y, the shearing stress in the web, _xy, and the normal stress
in the web, ay, were in very close agreement. However, the normal stress
in the web, _x, frequently exhibited rather poor agreement. The largest
differences in _x between tests occurred at sections close to the loaded
end. Since the two upper bars, the rods and the balls shownin Figure
C15were realigned between each test, the discrepancies in the values of
_x are attributed to slight changes in the restraint although these
changes appear to be impossible to describe quantitatively.
ANALYSISOFRESULTS
As previously described, for Panel E, two separate analyses were
performed that employed quite different idealized structures. In
Analysis I, the idealized structure consisted of discrete stiffener
elements that carried only normal forces which were connected by web
elements in pure shear. In Analysis II, the stiffened sheet between
the edge stiffeners was replaced by an unstiffened sheet having an area
equal to the area of the actual sheet and stiffeners. This equivalent
I08
sheet was assumed to carry both shearing stresses and normal stresses in
the y direction. As shown in Tables Clh9 through C1%2, the stresses
predicted by these two analyses were very nearly the same. Therefore,
only the idealized structure of Analysis I was used in the analyses of
Panels F, G, H, I, J and K.
In Panel E, both theoretical analyses predicted the actual stresses
very cloeely throughout the panel for Loading Condition I. However,
the theoretical analyses were poor predictors of the actual stresses in
the loaded stiffener at sections near the loaded end for the other
loading conditions. Since only Loading Condition I is of practical
interest for this panel, this was not considered to be a serious fault.
However, the analyses could be improved by modifying the effective
areas of the internal stiffeners for sections close to the loaded end.
The test data indicated that, _when the load was applied to one of the
smaller stiffeners, the load was distributed only over the actual stiff-
ener area instead of being distributed over an effective area consisting
of the actual area plus the adjacent sheet areas as was assumed in the
analyses.
Since all the stiffeners were of the same size in Panel F, the
analysis that was used provided approximately the same accuracy for all
loading conditions. In general, the analysis provided a satisfactory
prediction of the stress distribution but could be improved by proper
modification of the effective stiffener areas.
The behavior of Panel G was much the same as that of Panel E in
that the theoretical analysis was in close agreement with the test data
when. the load was applied to the large outside stiffeners but in rela-
tively poor agreement when the load was applied to the small internal
stiffeners.
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Panels H and I were included in the test program to determine the
applicability of the theoretical analysis to panels with tapering stiff-
eners. In general, the agreement between the theoretical analysis and
the test data was about the same for these panels as for panels with
stiffeners of constant cross-section. As previously noted for Panels E
and G, the analysis could be improved for the loading conditions other
than _oading Condition I by a modification of the effective stiffener
areas.
The test data for Panel J showed a larger decrease in the stiffener
stress at the section immediately above the unstiffened section than was
predicted by the theoretical analysis. Accompanying this difference,
the test data indicated that the shearing stresses in the webs adjacent
to this section were also larger than predicted. Some of the difference
may have been due to the location of the uniaxial strain gauges rela-
tively close to the change in cross-section.
The results of the theoretical analysis of Panel K are in reason-
ably good agreement with the test data for all sections except for the
section in Stiffener No. 3 immediately adjacent to the cutout. The test
data shows a large increase in the stiffener stress that is not ade-
quately predicted by the analysis. The strain gauges located on the
transverse rib showed that the ribs were subjected to bending in
addition to the axial load. Since the theoretical analysis assumed no
bending of the ribs, the discrepancies in the stresses around the cutout
may have been due to this bending.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
A large amount of test data was accumulated for a variety of inte-
grally stiffened panels subjected to a number of different loading
ii0
.... _ _+ _÷_ wi +_ _ +h_+_n_ ! _mlymimcondl%lons. Comparison of _ ..... _ .......................
showed relatively good agreement for most of the cases considered.
However, the analysis could be improved for certain cases by modifying
the stiffener areas close to the loaded end. The test data reported
presents an opportunity for the evaluation of other idealized structures
that may be proposed and also an opportunity for the evaluation of other
theories or analyses.
Since certain discrepancies appeared in the comparisons of the
experimental results with the theoretical analyses of the elastically
supported panel and the panel with a cutout, further investigations in
these areas are indicated.
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APPENDIX CI
COMPUTER PROGRAM FORMATRIX ANALYSIS I OF PANEL E
The following FORTRAN IV computer program was used for Matrix Analysis
I of Panel E. The Numerical results obtained from this program are pre-













REAL LI, L2, L3
DIMENSION GRI(30, 74),ARS(30, 30),UNIT(30, 30),GRM(30, 4), CARN(30, 4),
1 ARN(30, 4),AIJ(74, 74), TEMP2(74,4), GIR(?4, 30), GIM(74, 4), GJN(?4, 4),
2 QIN(74, 4), QINS(?4, 4), TEMPI(30, 74),PMN(4, 4),A(4), T(3), B(3)
EQUIVALENCE (ARS( I, 1),GRI (I,1 )),(UNIT( i,I),GRI (I,31) ),(GRM( I,I),
i GRI(I,61) ),(CARN(I, I),GRI(I,65)), (ARN(I, I),GRI(I,69)),
2 (TEMP2( I,I),AIJ( i,i) ),(GIR( i,I),AIJ( i,5) ),(GIM( I,I),AIJ( i,35) ),
3 (GJN(I,I),AIJ(I,39)), (QIN(I, I);AIJ(I,43)), (QINS(I, I),AIJ(I,47))
DATA (B(I), I=l, 3)/2.4175, 2.6480, 2.6280/,LI, 12, L3/O. 3, 2.7,3. O/
DATA (T(I ),I=l, 3)/0. iO00, O. 1OO5,0. I025/, E,G/IO. 5E+6, 3.9E÷61
DATA (A(I), I=1,4)/0.7791,0.3442,0.3584,0.1791/
FORMAT(35HITHE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX IS///74( 2( 5X, 15F8.3,/),
FORMAT(89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
IBEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF IO_,_6)//74(6(6PI2FIO. 6,/),6P2FIO. 6,//))
FORMAT (18HITHE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMAT( 22X, 4E20.9,/)
FORMAT(58HITHE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. EXECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
FORmT(19mTm mTRIX GARNIS//)
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX QIN IS//)
FORMAT(33HITHE UNIT EXTERNAL LOAD MATRIX I8///74(45X, _FIO. 6,/) )
FORMAT(21HITHE STRESS MATRIX IS//)















IX] 2 M=l, 30
GRI(M, 4_+M)=I
DO 3 M=l, 3
DO 3 N=I, IO











GRI (I_M+NP- 8,II¢_M+N+N-P+2 )=-L3
DO 7 M=I, 3
DO ? N=I,2
GRI( IO*M-I, II*M+N-2 )=L2
GRI (IO*M-I, II*M+N+9 )=-L2
DO 8 M=I, 3
GRI (IO_M, II*M) =L1
GRI( l_M, ll*M+ll)=-L1
PRINT 5, ((GRI(I, J),I=l,30), J=l,?4)













AIJ( ii*I, iI*I )=Z
Z=LI/(6. O*E*A (I) )
AIJ( ll*I-iO, II*I-9)=Z
AIJ( ll*I-l, ll*I )=Z
Z= (Ll÷L2)/( 3._,_E*A(I) )




AIJ( II*I-2, Ii*I-2) =Z
Z=(2•_,_L3)/(3•_,'-E*A(I) )
DO I0 J=3,7
AIJ( ll*I -J, ll*I-J)=Z
Z=T.2/(6._,'-E*A(I) )
AIJ( Ii*I-9, II*I-8) =Z
AI J(ii*I-2, ll*I -i )=Z
z=T,3/(6.O*E_(1))
DO ii J=i,6
AIJ( ii*l-d-2, ii*l- J-i)=Z





AIJ( l(>',q+36, l_,','-I+36 )=Z
AIJ( lO*I+h3, l_,_I+43 )=Z
DO 12 J=l,6
Z=(L3*B(I) )/(_T(I))




PRINT 13, ((AIJ(I, J), J=l, 74 ),I=I,7h)





















TEMPI(I, J)=GRI(I, K)*AI J(K, J)+TEMPI(I, J)








COMPUTE MATRIX GJN AND PERFORM THE MULTIPLICATION ARN = TEMPI * GJN.
DO 18 M=I,&
DO 18 N=I, II
GJN( II-;_+N-II,M)=i.0





ARN(I, J)=TEMPI(I, K)_ZJN(K, J)+ARN(I, J)
PRINT 20
PRINT 21, ((ARN(I,J), J=1,4),I=1,30)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ARS = TEMPI * GIR.
DO 22 I=1,30
DO 22 J=l, 30
ARS(I, J)=0
DO 22 K=l,7h
ARS(I, j)=TEMPI(I, K)*GIR(K, J)+ARS(I, J)
SET UP IDENTITY MATRIX UNIT FOR INVERSION.
DO 25 1=1,30
DO 2h J=l, 30
UNIT(Z,J)=O
UNIT(I,I)=I



















DO 26 J=M, 30
IF(ARS(J,M) ) 91,26,91












IF(K.EQ.M) GO TO 32
S:ARS(K,M)
KI=M+I
DO 31 L=KI, 60
ARS( K,L) =ARS (K,L) -m,_ARS(M, L)
CONTINUE





GRM(I, J)=-UNIT(I, K)*ARN(K, J)+GRM(I, J)





TIg{P2(I,J)=GIR(I, K)_3RM(K, J)+TEMP2 (I,J)















DO 39 K=l, Th
CA_(I,J)--Tmml(I,K)_,_I_(_,J)÷OA_(I,J)
PRINT 41
PRINT 21, ((CARN(I, J), J=l,h),I--l,30)







PRINT 21, ((QIN(I, J), J=l,4), I=i,74)








QINS( I, J)=QIN(I, J)/T (M)
PRINT 86






The following FORTRANIV computer program was used for Matrix Anal-
ysis II of Panel E. The numerical results obtained from this program
are presented in Tables C149through C152.
C MAINROUTINE
REALLI, 12, L3
DIMENSION GRI (40, 94),ARS(40, 40), UNIT(40,40), GRN(_0, 4),CARN(hO, 4),
I ARN(40, 4),AIJ(94, 94), TEMP2 (94,4), GIR(94, 40), GIM(94, 4), GJN(94, 4),
2 QIN(94, 4), QINS(94, 4), TEMPI(40, 9_), PMN(4, 4), B(4)
EQUIVALENCE (ARS(I, I), GRI(I, i)), (UNIT(I, I), GRI(I, 41) ),(GRM( i,i),
1 GRI(I, 81)), (CARN(I, i), GRI( i,85) ),(ARN(I, i), GRI(I, 89) ),
2 (TEMP2(I, I),AIJ( i, i)),(GIR(I, I),AIJ(I, 5)),(GIM(I, I),AIJ(I, 45) ),
3 (GJN(I, I),AIJ(I, 49)), (QIN(I, I),AIJ(I, 53) ),(QINS(I, I),AIJ(I, 57) )
DATA (B(I), I--l,4)/I. 2088, 2.7136, 2.8190, I,4025/, A, T/O. 6582, O.1231/
DATA L1,Z2, L3/O. 3, 2.7,3.0/, E, G/IO. 5E+6, 3.9E+6/
5 FORMAT(35HITHE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX IS///94(13, 12X, IOFIO. 3,
1/3( 15X, IOFIO. 3/),/) )
13 FORMAT(89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
IBEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF i0._)//94(I3, 2X,6PI2FIO. 6,/6(5X, 6PI2FI
20.6,/), 5X, 6P10FIO. 6,//) )
20 FORMAT(18H!THE MATRIX ARN IS//)
21 FORMAT(gX, 13, IOX, 4E20.9,/)
29 FORMAT(58HITHE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. EXECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
1ED/1H1)
41 FORMAT(19HITHE MATRIX CARN IS//)
43 FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX QIN IS//)
44 FOmaT(33HITHEUNITEXTEmaT. 0ADMATRIXIS///94(32X,13,10X,4FlO.6
1,/))
86 FORMAT(21HITHE STRESS MATRIX IS//)











Pm (h, h):o. 5




DO 2 N=l, hO
ORI(N,5 +N):l










GRI (M+ 5,1I*M+N+ l)=L2






GRI (4-M+5, M+N+12)=-T. 3
DO 7 N=I, 3
DO 7 NP=I,K
GRI (4*M+N+ 5,M+ iI*N+NP +I )=L3
GRI (4*M+N+5, M+II*N+NP +12 )=-L3
DO 8 N=I, 2
GRI(33, N+9 )=Z2
GRI ( 33, N÷Ig)= _L2
DO 8 M=I,3
GRI (33 +M, 1I*M+N+ 8)=L2











GRI (N+37, II*N+IO) =LI
GRI (N+37, II*N+21) =-LI
GRI(37,ll)=_1
GRI(3?,2_)=-_1
PRINT 5, (J, (GRI(I,J),I=I,40), J=1,94)











DO 12 I=h, 8
AIJ(I, I)=2. O*Z
DO ]34J=l, 2
AI J(9-J-8, 9"J-7 )=](/2.0
AI J(7"J-5, 7"J-4 ]=Y/2.0
AIJ(I, I_I)=Z/2.0
DO 16 J=l, 2
z--(u+L2)/(3.e,,'-B(1)*T*E)
AIJ(8*J+4, 8*J+&) =Z
Z=(L2 +L3 )/ (3.O*B (1)*T*E )
AIJ(6*J+7,6"J+7) =Z




Z=LI/( 3.O-B( J)*T*E )
AIJ(II*J, ll*J)=Z








AIJ( ll*J+l, ll*J+l)= Z
AI J( ll*J+9, ll*J+9 )=Z
Z:(L2÷_3)/(3._(J)*T*E)











AIJ( II*I÷I, ii*I+2) =Z
AI J(ll*I+8, ll*I +9 )=Z

















DO 23 I=l, 21, h
AI J(61+J+I, 62+ J+I )=Z


















Z= (LI*(B( J)+B(J÷l) ))/(3. O*G*T)
AIJ( 55+J, 55+J )=Z
AI J(9l+J,91+J) =Z
Z=(L2*(B( J)+B(J+l) ))/(3. _}*T )
AIJ(59÷J, 59+J)=Z
AIJ( 87+J, 87+J)=Z
Z= (L3*(B(J) +B(J+I) ))/(3. O_B,_T)
DO 25 I=1,21,4




PRINT 13, (I, (AIJ(I, J), J=1,94), I=1,94)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPIICATION TEMPI = GRI * AIJ.
DO 27 I=1,40
INI W'/ ,1_1 '_11
TEMPI(I, J):O
DO 27 K=1,94
TEMPI(I, J)=GRI(I, K)*AIJ(K, J)+TEMPI(I, J)








COMPUTE NON-ZERO ELEMENTS OF MATRIX GJN (UNIT EXTERNAL LOAD MATRIX).

























PRINT 21,(I, (ARN(I, a),J=l,4),l=l,4 O)





ARS(I, J)--TEMP](I,K)*GIR(K, J)+ARS( I,J)





INVERT THE MATRIX ARS AND STORE RESULT IN THE MATRIX UNIT.




























DO 46 L=K1, 80
ARS(M, L)=ARS(M, L)/Z
DO 38 K=I,40
IF(K.EQ.M) GO TO 38
S=ARS(K,M)
KI=M+I
DO 47 L=KI, 80
ARS(K, L)=ARS( K,L)_S*ARS(M, L)
CONTINUE





GRM(I, J)=-UNIT( I,K)*ARN(K, J)+GRM(I, J)





±.ua_ _-\-L 9 u 2--_-LJ._k-L,_/ "_±_'I\ _, U /' ±_'_.L g.k._ . .
PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 50 I=1,94
DO 50 J=l,4
GIM(I, J)=GJN(I, J)+TEMP2(I, J)





CARN( I, J)=TEMP 1(I,K )_3IM(K, J)+CARN( I,J)
PRINT 41
PRINT 21,(I, (CARN(I,J),J=I,4),I=I,40)










QIN(I, J)=GIM(I, K)*PMN(K, J )+QIN(I, J)
PRINT 43
PRINT 21, (I, (QIN(I, J),J=l,4), 1--1,94)
COMPUTE STRESS MATRIX QINS.









QINS(I, J )=Q.IN ( I, J )/T
PRINT 86





The following FORTRANIV computer program was used for Matrix
Analysis i of Panel F. The numerical results obtained from this pro-













REAL LI, L2, L3
DIMENSION aRi ( 50, ll6 ), A_( 50, 50), U_a T( 50, 50), 0_( 50, 6 ), OARN( 50, 6 ),
IARN( 50, 6),AI J( 116, I16), TEMP2 (116,6), GIR( 116,50), GIM( i16,6), GJN( 116
2,6),OJN(ll6,6),o_s(116,6),rmml(50,n6),PMN(6,6),A(6),T(5),B(5)
EQ_VAU_OE (Am(Z,1),GRT(1,1)),(UNIT(_I,1),G_( 1,51)),(am_(1,l),
IGRI( i,I01) ),(CARN( i,i),GRI( i,i07 )),(TEMP2 (I,i),AIJ( i, i) ),(OIR( i,I)
2,AIJ( I,7 )),(GIM( i,I),AIJ( i,57 )),(GJN( I, i),AIJ( I,63) ),(QIN( i,i),AIJ
3(i,69) ),(QINS( i,I),AIJ(I, 75) )
mTA (_(z),z--l,5)/I.5395,z.52o3,i.5399,1.52o9,z.52o6/
DATA (T(I), I=l, 5)/0.09925, 0.09925, O,09825, O.09950, O.09900/
DATA (A(I), I=1, 6)/0.25590, 0.33256, O.33205, O.33226, O.33260,0. 16669/
DATA Y_I,L2, i3/0.3, 2.7, 3.O/,E, O/lO. 5E+6, 3.9E+6/
l.3,1_(15x,lOFlO.3,1),I)
FORMAT (89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
IBEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF i0,-6)//I16(I4, 3X,6PI2FIO. 6,/8(7X,6PI2F
210.6,/), 7X, 6P8FI0.6,//))
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMAT(IX, 13, 5X, 6E20.9,/)
FORMAT(58HITHE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. EXECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
1E_l_Hl)
FORMAT(19HITHE MATRIX CARN IS//)
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX QIN IS//)
FORMAT(33HITHE UNIT EXTERNAL LOAD MATRIX IS///116( 25X,I3, 7X, 6FIO. 6
1,1))
FORMAT(21HITHE STRESS MATRIX IS//)
















COMPUTE THE ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX GRI WHICH IS THE TRANSPOSE OF GIR.
DO I I=i, 50
DO 1 J=l,ll6
GRI(I, J)=O
DO 2 M=I, 50
GRI (M,66+M)=1
DO 7 M=I, 5
GRI (I_,_M,II*M)=LI
GRI (l_, ll*M+ll)= -L1
DO 3 N=l, lO
GRI (i_,'_-9,il*M+N- lO)=LI
GRI( l@*M -9, ll_4÷N+l )=-L1
DO 4 N=l,9
GRZ( IO*M-8, Ii_+N-9 )=L2
GRI (I_*M-8, II*M÷N+2 )=-L2
DO 6 N=I,2







PRINT 5, (J,(GRI(I,J),I=I, 50),J--I,II6)
COMPUTE THE SYMMETRICAl. MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS (AIJ).
DO 8 I=1,116













AIJ( II*M+I_,_N-20, II*M+ I_,,_N-20)=Z
Z= (Ll+L2)/( 3.O*A(M)*E )




AIJ( II-M+9 ":-N-19, II*M+9*N-18 )=Z
z=_2/(6._A (M)*E)





AI J(M+IO*N+58, M+I_N+58) =Z
DO ll N=l, 6
Z=T.3/(6.O*A(M)*E)
AIJ( ll_+N-9, ll*M+N-8)- Z
DO 12 M=l, 2
DO 12 N=I, 5
Z=(LI*B(N))/(G*T(N) )
AI J(9*M+IO*N+48, 9*M+IO*N+48)=Z
Z=' .....'"_ _,I(.... '"_
*I • •
AI J(7*M+I(_N+51, 7*M+IO*N+51) =Z
DO lh I=1,116
DO lh J=l, l16
AIJ(J, I)=AIJ(I, J)
PRINT 13, (I, (AIJ(I,J),J=l, ll6),I=l, ll6)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION T_4P1 =




TEMPI(I, J)=GRI(I,K)*AIJ(K, J)+TEMPI(I, J)
SET GIR EQUAL TO THE TRANSPOSE OF GRI.
DO 16 I=i, I16






















COMPUTE THE ELEMENTS OF THE MATRIX GJN.
DO 18 M=I,6
DO 18 N=I, II
GJN( II*M+N-II,M)=I
PRINT hh, (I, (GJN(I, J), J=l,6), I=1,116)




DO 19 K=I, II6
ARN(I, J)=T_MPI(I, K)_3JN(K, J)+ARN(I, J)
PRINT 2O
PRINT 21, (I,(ARN(I,J),J=I,6),I--I, 50)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ARS = TEMPI * GIR.
DO 22 I=l, 50
DO 22 J=l, 50
ARS(I, J)=O
rio 2'Z K=I, ___
ARS(I, J)=TEMPI(I,K)_IR(K, J)+ARS(I, J)









DO 26 J=M, 50
IF(ARS(J, M) ) 91,26,91























DO 34 L=KI, I00
ARS(M, T.)=AP_(M, m/Z
DO 32 K=1,50
IF(K.EQ.M) GO TO 32
KI=M+I
DO 31 Z_KI, i00
ARS( K, L)=ARS( K, L)-S*ARS(M, L)
CONTINUE




DO 36 K=I, 50
GRM(I, J)=-UNIT(I,K)*ARN(K, J)+GRM(I, J)




DO 37 K=I, 50
TEMP2 (I, J)=GIR(I, K)¢_RM(K, J)+TZMP2(I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 38 I=1,116
DO 38 J=l,6
GIN(I, J)=GJN(I, J)+TEMP2(I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPDICATION CARN = TEMP1 * GIM.












PRINT21, (I, (CARN(I,J), J=l,6),I=l, 50)
























The following FORTRANIV computer program was used for Matrix
Analysis I of Panel G. The numerical results obtained from this pro-













REAL LI, L2, L3
DIMENSION GRI(50, II6),ARS( 50, 50),UNIT(50, 50),GRM(50,6), CARN(50,6),
iARN( 50,6 ),AI J(ii6, ii6 ),TI_fP2(ii6,6 ),GIR( ii6, 50), GIM( ii6, 6), GJN( ii6
2,6), QIN(ii6, 6), QINS(ii6, 6), TEMPI(50, ii6), PMN(6, 6),A (6), T(5), B(5)
EQUIVALENCE (ARS(I, i), GRI(I, I)), (UNIT(l, i), GRI(I, 51) ),(GRM( I,I),
iGRl(i, i01)), (CARN(I, i),GRI(i, 107)), (TEMP2(I, i),AIJ(l, I)), (GIR(I, I)
2,AIJ( I,7)),(GIM( i,i),AIJ( I,57 )),(GJN( i,I),AIJ( 1,63 )),(QIN( I,I),AIJ
3(1, 69)), (QINS(I, 1),AIJ(I, 75))
raTA (B(1),I=I, 5)/i.4253, i.4250, 1.4243, 1,4258, 1.4253/
DATA (T(I), I--l,5)/0.0995, O.1005, O.0995, O.1000, O.0990/
DATA (A (I),I--I,6)/0.56669, O.26557, O.26087, O.26471, O.26534, O.13205/
DATA LI,T.2,T.3/O.3,2.7,3.0/, E,G/IO. 5E+6, 3.9E+6/
FORMAT(J5HITHE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX IS///II6(5X, 13, 7X, IOFIO
i.3,14(15X, lOFlO. 3,1),I))
FORMAT(89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
IBEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF 10..6)//116 (I4,3X, 6PI2FIO. 6,/8(7X, 6PI2F
210.6,/), 7X, 6P8FIO. 6,//) )
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMAT( IX, 13, 5X,6E20.9,/)
FORMAT( 58HITHR MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. EXECUTION HAS BEEN TFBMINAT
1ED/iUl)
FORMAT(19HITHE MATRIX CARR IS//)
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX QIN IS//)
FORMAT(33HITHE UNIT EXTERNAL LOAD MATRIX IS///116(25X, 13, 7X, 6FIO. 6
x,l))
FORMAT(21HITHE STRESS MATRIX IS//)















COMPUTE THE ELIMENTS OF THE Y_TRIX GRI WHICH IS _ TRANSPOSE OF GIR.
DO 1 I=1,50
DO 1 J=l, l16
aRI(I,J)=O









GRI( IO*M-8, II*M+N-9 )=L2
GRI( I0_= 8,ll*M+N÷ 2)=-12.
DO 6 N=l, 2
GRI( lO*M-l, ll*M+N-2 )=12.




GRI( IO*M÷NP-8, II*M+N+NP-9 )=L3
GRI (l(_M+NP- 8,ll*M+N+NP+2 )=-L3
PRINT 5, (J, (GRI(I, J),I--l,50), J=l, 116)
COMPUTE THE SYMMETRICAL MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS (AIJ).














AI J(II*M+IO*N- 20, II*M+IO*N-20)=Z
z--(t&+L2)/(3._A (M)*E)
AIJ( !!*M÷8*N-17, II*M+8*N-17)= Z
Z--(T.2÷T.3)/(3._A(M)*E)
AIJ( II*M+6*N-14, ll*M+6*N-14)= Z
Z=LI/(6. _A(M)*E)
AIJ( II*M+9*N- 19, II*M+9*N-18)=Z
Z=T2/( 6. O*A (M)*E )
AIJ( ll*M+?*N-16, ll*M+7*N-15)=Z
DO lO N=l, 5
z--(2.O*T.3)/(3.O*A(M)*_)
AIJ( Ii*M+N-8, Ii*M+N-8)--Z
Z= (L3*B (N))/( Cr_T(N) )
AIJ(M+IO*N+58,M+IO*N+58)=Z
DO ll N=l, 6
Z=T.3/(6.O*A (M)*E)
AIJ( ll*M+N-9, ll*M+N- 8)=Z
DO 12 M=l, 2
DO 12 N=l,5
Z= (t,l*B(N))/(G-T(N) )




DO 14 J=l, ll6
AIJ(J, I)=AIJ(I, J)
PRINT 13, (I,(AIJ(I,J),J=I, II6),I--I,II6)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION TEMPI =
DO 15 I=1,50
DO 15 J=l, l16
TEMPI(I, J)=O
DO 15 K=I, 116
TEMPI(I, J)--GRI(I,K)*AI J(K, J) +TEMPI(I, J)
SET GIR EQUAL TO THE TRANSPOSE OF GRI.
DO 16 I=l, i16
























COF/UTE THE EleMENTS OF _ MATR_IX GJN.
DO 18 M--I,6
DO 18 N=I, II
GJN( ii*M+N-ii, M)--i
PRINT 44, (I, (GJN(I, J), J--i,6), l=i, ii6)




DO 19 K=I, 116
ARN(I, J)=TEMPI(I, K)*GJN(K, J) +ARN(I, J)
PRINT 20
PRINT 21, (I, (ARN(I, J),J=1,6),I=1,50)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ARS = T_PI * GIR.
DO 22 I=1,50
DO 22 J=l, 50
ARS( I, J)=O
DO 22 K=i, ii6
ARS( I, J)=TEMP l( I, K)_IR( K, J)+ARS( I, J)









DO 26 J=M, 50
IF(ARS(J,M)) 91, 26,91























DO 3h L=KI, IO0
ARS(M, L)=ARS(M, L)/Z
DO 32 K=I, 50
IF(K.EQ.M) GO TO 32
S=ARS(K,M)
KI=M+I
DO 31 L=KI, IO0
ARS( K,L )=ARS( K,L )-S*ARS(M, L )
CONTINUE





GRM( I, J)=-UNIT( I,K)*ARN (K,J)+GRM( I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION TEMP2 = GIR * GRM.
DO 37 I=1,116




PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 38 I=l, ll6
DO 38 J=l,6
GIM(I, J)=GJN(I, J)+TEMP2(I, J)











DO 39 K=I, II6
CARN(I, J)=TEMPI(I, K)*GIM( K, J)+GABN(I, J)
PRINT 41
PRINT 21, (I,(GARN(I,J),J--I,6),I--I, 50)





QIN(I, J)=GIM(I, K)*PMN(K, J)+QIN(I, J)
PRINT 43
PRINT 21, (I, (QIN(I, J), J=l,6), I=l, 116)
COMPUTE THE STRESS MATRIX QINS.
DO 80 I=1,66
DO 80 J=l, 6
K--l+(l-l)/ii












The following FORTRANIV computer program was used for Matrix
Analysis i of Panel H. The numerical results obtained from this pro-











REAL LI, L2, L3
DOUBLE PRECISION C,DC,AA
DIMENSION GRI(30, ?4),ARS(30, 30),UNIT(30, 30), GRM(30,4), CARN(30, 4),
i ARN(30, 4),AIJ(74, 74), TEMP2(?4,4), GIR(?4, 30), GIM(?4,4), GJN(?4, 4),
2 QZN(74,4),_NS(74,4),TZ_i(30,74),P_(4,4),A(4),AA(ll),T(3),
3 B(3), C(i0), DC(IO),PHI( i0),PHJ(iO), PH(IO),ARA(ii)
EQUIVALENCE (ARS(I, i), ORl(i, i)),(UNIT(i, I), GRI(I, 3i) ),(GRM(i, i),
i ORl(i,61) ),(eARN(i, i),GRI(I,65) ),(ARN(I, i), GRI(i,69) ),
2 (TEMP2(I, I),AIJ( I,i) ),(GIR(I, I),AIJ( I,5) ),(GIM(i, I),AIJ( i,35) ),
3 (GJN(I, i),AIJ(l, 39)), (QIN( I,I),AIJ(I, 43)), (QINS(I, I),AIJ(I, 47) )
DAm (B(Z),I=i,3)/2.4525,2.63i5,2.633O/,T&,T.2,T.3/O.3,2.7,3.O/
DATA (T(I), I=!, 3)/0. 1074, O. I076, O.I071/,E, G/IO. 5E+6, 3.9E*6/
DATA (A(I), I= 2,4 )/0.3782,0. 3983, O. 1993/
DATA (AA(I), l=l, il)/O. 9388, O.9311, O.8619, O.7850, O.7081, O.6312, O.55
143, O.4774, O.4006, 0.3313, 0.3236/
FORNAT(35H1THE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX IS///74(2(5X, 15F8.3,/),
ll))
FORMAT( 89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS_ (ITAL_ES IHAVE
1BEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF lO_6)//74(6(6P12FlO.6,/), 6P2FlO. 6,//) )
FORMAT( 18H1THE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMAT( 22X, 4E20.9,/)
FORNAT(58H1THE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR.
IED/IHI)
FORMAT(i9HITHE MATRIX CARN IS//)
FORNAT(i8H1THE MATRIX QIN IS//)
FORMA T(33HITHE
FORMAT( 21HITHE
EXECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
























DO 3 N=I, IO
GRI( lO*M-9, II*M+N- i0) =LI
GRI (i_,_M-9,II*M+N+ i)=-LI
DO 4 M=l, 3
DO 4 N=I,9
GRI( IO*M-8, ll_,_+N-9 )=L2
GRI (IO*M- 8,II*M+N+2 )=-L?
DO 6 M=!,3






DO 7 N=I, 2
GRI( IO*M-I, II*M+N-2 )=L2
GRI( IO*M-I, II*M+N+9 )=-L2













DO 70 N=I, IO
C(N)=AA(N+I)/AA(N)
DC (N) =DIDG(C(N) )
PHI(N)=( (-3. O_(N) )/((I.O-C(N) )_'_3))*( (C(N)*C(N) -4. _,_C(N)÷3.0)/2.0
I÷DC(N) )
P H_ N)=( (3-O*C(N) )/( (I.O-C(N) )_"_3))*((3._"_](N)*C(N) -4.0_(N) ÷I. 0)/
12. O-C(N)_,_(N)*DC(N) )
PH(N)--( (6. _(N))/((1.0-C(N)) _,_2 ) )*((C(N) +1.0)/2.0+(C(N)*DC(N) )/( 1
I.O-C(N)))
CONTINUE
DO 71 N=I, II
ARA(N)=AA(N)
AIJ(I, I)=(LI*PHJ(1))/(3. O*E*ARA( 2))
AIJ(II,II)=(Ta*PHI(10))/(3.0*mARA(Ii))
AIJ(2,2)=(Ta eH1(1))/(3.  E*ARA(2))+(n2*PHJ(2))/(3. (3))
AIJ(3,3)=(L2*PHI (2))/ (3._E*ARA (3 ))+(L3*PH J(3))/ (3.O*E*A RA (h ))
AI J(I% i0 )=(L2*PHI (9 ))/(3._,_E*ARA(10 ))+(LI*PH J(10) )/(3. _,',_E*ARA (Ii)
i)
AI J(9,9 )=())3*PHI(8))/(3. O*E*ARA (9 ))+(L2*PHJ(9 ))/(3. O*E*ARA (I0) )
DO 72 K=3,7
Z= (L3*PHI (K ))/(3.0*E*ARA (K+I) )+(I<3_,eHJ(K+l) )/(3. O*E*ARA (K÷2 ))
AI J(K+I, K+I)=Z
AIJ( i,2)=(Y.I*PH(1))/(6. O*E*ARA (2 ))
AIJ( 2,3 )=(12*PH( 2))/(6.O*E*ARA (3) )
AIJ(9, I0)= (L2*PH(9) )/(6.O*E*ARA (I0) )
AIJ( I0, 11)--(T.I*PH(10))/(6. O*E*ARA (11) )
DO 73 K=3, 8




AIJ( i1_I-I0, 11-1-10) =Z
AI J(Hi*l, 11-1 )--Z








Z =(LI+L2)/( 3. _,','-E*A(I ))
AI J(II*I-9, ll*1-9 )=Z
AIJ( ll*I-l, ll*I-I )=Z
Z= (L2+L3 )/(3.O*E*A (i))
AIJ( iI*I-8, II*I-8)=Z
AIJ( II*I-2, Ii*I-2 )=Z




AI J(ll*I-9, ll*1-8 )=Z
AIJ(il*l-2, il*l-l)=Z
Z=L3/(6. O*E*A (I ))
DO ii J=l,6
AI J(ll*I-J- 2,ll*I-J-I )=Z
DO 12 I=l, ]
Z= (LI*B (I))/(_T( I))
AIJ( i0"I+35, I0"I+35)=Z
AIJ( lO*I÷hh, lO*I+hh )=Z
Z= (L2*B(I) )/(G-;,_T(I))
AIJ( i0_I+36, I_,q+36)= Z
AIJ( 10"1+43,10"1+43 )=Z
DO 12 J=l,6
Z= (L3*B(I) )/(C_*T(I ))
AIJ( I0"I+36+J, l_,'_I+]6+J)=Z
DO ]A l=l, Th
DO 14 J=1,74
AIJ(J,I) = AIJ(I,J)
PRINT 13, ((AIJ(I, J), J=l, 7h), I=i,7h)




DO 15 K=l, Th

















SET GIR EQUAL TO THE TRANSPOSE OF GRI.
DO 16 I=1,74
DO 16 J=l, 30
GIR(I, J)--GRI(J,I)




COMPUTE MATRIX GJN AND PERFORM THE MULTIPLICATION ARN = T_PI * GJN.
DO 18 M=l,h
DO 18 N=I, II
GJN( II*M+N-II, M)= i.0





ARN( I,J)=TEMPIG, K)*GJN(K, J)+ARN(I, J)
PRINT 20
PRINT 21, ((AR_(I, J),J=i,4), I=l,30)





ARS(I, J)=TEMPI(I,K)*GIR(K, J)+ARS(I, J)
SET UP IDENTITY MATRIX UNIT FOE INVERSION.
DO 25 I=1,30
DO 2h J=l, 30
UNIT(I,j)=o
UNIT(I, I)=I
INVERT THE MATRIX ARS AND STORE RESULT IN THE MATRIX UNIT.



















IF(ARS(J, M) ) 91, 26,91











DO 32 K=l, 30
IF(K.EQ.M) GO TO 32
S=ARS(K,M)
KI=M+I
DO 31 L=KI, 60
ARS( K,L )=ARS(K,L) _S*ARS( M,L )
CONTINUE





GRM(I, J)=-UNIT( I,K)*ARN(K, J)+GRM(I, J)





TEMP 2(I, J)=GIR(I,K )*GRM(K, J)+TEMP 2(I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 38 I=1,74
DO 38 J=l,4
GIM(I, J)=G JN(I, J)+TEMP2 (I, J)











DO 39 K=I, 74
CARN(I, J)=TEMPI(I,K )_,_3IM(K,J)÷GARN( I, J)
PRINT 41
PRINT 21, ((CARN(I, J), J:i,4),I=1,30)





QIN(I, J)=GIM(I,K)*PMN(K, J)+QIN(I, J)
PRINT 43
PRINT 21, ((QIN(I, J), J=l,4), I=l, 74)






















following FORTRAN IV computer program was used for Matrix
I of Panel I. The numerical results obtained from this pro-










REAL LI, 12, L3
DOUBLE PRECISION C,DC,AA
DIMENSION GRI (50,II6),ARS(50, 50),UNIT( 50, 50),GRM(50, 6), CARN( 50, 6),
IARN( 50, 6),AIJ(116, 116 ),TEMP 2(116,6),GIR( 116, 50),GIM (116,6 ),GJN(116
2,6), QIN( 116, 6 ),QINS( 116, 6 ),TEMPI( 50, i16), PMN(6, 6 ),A(6), T(5), B(5),A
3A(ii), C(I0), DC(IO), PHI (I0), PHJ(IO), PH( IO),ARA (ll)
EQUIVALENCE (ARS(I, I), GRI(I, I)),(UNIT( i,i),GRI (I, 51) ),(GRM(I, i),
IGRI( I,I01) ),(CARN( i,I), GEl( I,I07 )),(TEMP2 (I,I),AIJ( I, I) ),(GIR( i, i)
2,AIJ( l,7)),(GIM( I,i),AI J(I,57 )),(GJN( i,I),AIJ( I,63 )),(QIN( I, I),AIJ
3(I, 69) ),(QINS(I, I),AIJ(I, 75) )
DATA (B(I), I=l, 5)/1.2925, 1.4858, i.4848, 1.4855, 1.4860/
DATA (T(I), I=I,5)/0. I001, O.I001, O. 1009, O. iOOl, O. iO00/
DATA (A(I), I=2, 6)/0. 2522, O.2716, O. 2712, O.2712, O. 1356/
DATA (AA(1), l=i, li)/i. 0O46, O.9956, O.914?, O.824?, O.7348, O.6449, O.55
149, O.4650, O.3750, O.2941, O.2851/
DATA LI, L2,L3/0.3, 2.7,3.0/, E, G/IO. 5E+6,3.9E+6/
FORMAT(35HITHE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX IS///II6(5X, 13, ?X, IOFIO
I.3,/4( 15X, iOFlO. 3,/),/) )
FOR/WAT(89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
IBEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF I0_6)//116(I4, 3X, 6P12FlO. 6,/8(7X, 6P12F
210.6,/), 7X, 6P8FIO. 6,//) )
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMAT( IX, I3, 5](,6E20.9,/)
FORMAT(58HITHE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. EXECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
iED/IHI)
FORMAT(19HITHE MATRIX OARN IS//)












FORMAT( 33HITHE UNIT EXTERNAL mAD MATRIX IS///I16(25X, I3,7X, 6FIO. 6
i,/))
FORMAT( 21H1THE STRESS MATRIX IS//)










DO 2 M=l, 50
GIKI(M,66+M)=1
DO 7 }4=1,5
GRI (IO*M, ll*M) =L1
GRI( l_,_M,ll*M+ll) =-L1




GRT( I0_-8, II*M+N-9 )--L2
GRI( IC_×-M-8,II_+N+2 )=-12
DO 6 N=I,2
GRI (lO*M-1, ll*M+N-2 )=12
GRI( IC_)_-l,II*M+N+9)=-L2
DO 7 NP=I, 6
K=9 -NP
DO 7 N=I,K
GRI (IO_+NP-8, II*M+N+NP-9 )=L3
GRI (IO_M+NP- 8,II_4+N+NP +2)=-L]
PRINT 5, (J, (GRI(I, J),l=l, 50), J=l, i16)
COMPUTE THE SYMMETRICAL MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS (AIJ).
DO 8 I=I, i16










PHI(N)=( ( -3. _(N) 1/((1. O-C(N) )_k3) )*( (C (N)_(N)-4.0*C(N)÷3.0)/2.0
I÷OC(N))
PHd(N)=( (3. _C(N) )/( (1. O-C(N) )_3) )*( (3. _,'_(N)*C(N) -4. O_C(N)+1.0)/
12. O-C(N)_,_(N)*DC(N) )
PH( N)=( ( 6.0_(N) )/( ( 1. O-C(N) )_,_'2 ) )*( ( C( N)+I. 01/2.0+( C(N)*DC (N) )/( 1
1. O-C(N)))
CONTINUE
DO 71 N=I, ll
ARA(N)=AA(N)
AIJ( I,I)= (I_I*PHJ(1))/(3.O*E*ARA (2))
AI d(II, II)= (r.I*PHI(I0))/(3.O*E*ARA (II ))
A IJ(2,2)=(LI*PHI (1))/(3.O*E*ARA (2))+(L2*PH J(2))/(3._E*A RA (3))
AIJ(3, 3)= (L2*PHI(2) )/(3. O*E*ARA(3) )+(L3*PHJ(3) )/(3.O*E*ARA (4))
AIJ( i0, I0)=(L2*PHI (9))/(3.0*E*APA (I0) )+(LI*PHJ( I0 ))/(3._E*A PA (ll)
i)
AIJ( 9,9 )=(L3*PHI (8) )/(3.(_;,'-E*ARA(9 ))+(LR*PHJ(9 ))/(3.O*E*ARA (I0) )
DO 72 K=3,7
Z= (T.3*PHI(K))/(3. O*E*ARA (K+I)) +(L3*PHJ(K+I) )/(3. _E*ARA (K+2) )
AI J(K¢I, K+I )=Z
AIJ( I, 2)=(LI*PH(I) )/(6.O*E*ARA (2))
AIJ( 2,3)=(L2*PH( 2))/(6. _E*ARA (3 ))
AIJ( 9,lO)= (L2*PH( 9 ))/(6.O*E*ARA (lO) )
AI J(I0, il )--(T,I*PH(I0 ))/(6.O*E*ARA (il) )
DO 73 K=3,8
Z= (L3*PH(K))/(6. O*E*ARA (K+l))
AIJ(K,K+I)=Z
DO II M=2,6
DO 9 N=I, 2
z:Ti/(3.
AIJ( II*M+I_N- 20, II_,'_+IO*N-20)=Z
Z=(LI+L2)/( 3._A (M)*E)
AId( II*M+8*N-17, II*M+8*N-17 )=Z














AI J(ll_+9*N-19, ll*M+9*N-18) =Z
Z=T21(6.0*A (M)*E)
AIJ( ll*M+7*N-16, ll*M+7*N-l%) =Z
DO I0 N=I,5
z=( 2.@,'-T,3)/(3.O*A(M)*E)
AI J(ll*M+N-8, ll*M+N-8)= Z
DO ll N=l, 6






DO 12 M=l, 2
DO 12 N=l, %
Z= (LI*B (N ])/(G*T(N) )
AIJ(9*M+IO*N+k8, 9*M_IO*N+48 )--Z
Z= (L2*B (N))/(G*T(N) )
AIJ( ?*M+ I_,_N+51,?*M+IO*N+_I)--Z
DO I_ I=I, I16
DO I_ J=l, l16
AIJ(J, I)=AIJ(I, J)
PRINT 13, (I, (AIJ(I, J), J=l, 116), I=1,116)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION TI_iPI = GRI * AIJ.
DO 15 I=I, 50
DO 15 J=l, l16
TEMPI (I,J)=O
DO 15 K=I, I16
TEMPI(I, J)=GRI(I,K)*AIJ(K, J)+TEMP1 _, J)
SET GIR EQUAL TO THE TRANSPOSE OF GtKI.
DO 16 I=1,116
DO 16 J=l, 50
GIR(I, J)=GRI (J,I )



















COMPUTE THE EL]9{ENTS OF THE MATRIX GJN.
DO 18 M=I,6
DO 18 N=I, Ii
GJN( II*M+N- iI,M)=I
PRINT 44, (I, (GJN(I, J), J--l,6),I=l,116)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ARN = T_MPI * GJN.
DO 19 I=l, 50
DO 19 J=l,6
ARN(I,J):O
DO 19 K=I, II6
ARN(I, J)=TEMPI(I,K)*GJN(K, J)+ARN(I, J)
PRINT 20
PRINT 21, (I,(ARN(I,J),J=I,6),I=I, 50)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ARS = TEMPI * GIR.
DO 22 1=1,50
DO 22 J=l, 50
ARS(I,J):O
DO 22 K=I, 116
ARS(I, J)=TEMP] (I,K)*GIR(K, J)+ARS(I, J)
SET UP THE IDENTITY MATRIX UNIT FOR INVERSION.
DO 25 I--1,50
DO 24 J=l, 50
UNIT(I, J)--O
UNIT(I, I)=l




DO 26 J=M, 50
IF(ARS(J,M) ) 91,26,91























DO 3h L=KI, I00
ARS(M,_)--A_S(M,T.)/Z
DO 32 K=I, 50




ARS( K,T.)=ARS (K,L)-_ARS (M,K)
CONTINUE
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION GRM = -UNIT * ARN.
DO 36 Z=I,50
DO 36 J=l, 6
GRM(Z,J)--o
DO 36 K=I,50
GRM(I, J)=-UNIT(I,K)*ARN(K, J)+GRM(I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION TEMP2 = GIR * GRM.




T_{P2(I, J)=GIR(I, K)_RM(K, J)+TEMP2(I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 38 I=I, i16
DO 38 J=l,6
GIM(I, J)=GJN(I, J)+TEMP2(I, J)













CARN( I, J) =TEMP1 ( I, K )-,','-GIM( K, J ) +CARN( I, J )
PRINT 141
PRINT 21, (I,(CARN(I,J),J=I,6),_--I,_O)





QIN(I, J)=GIM(t,K)_,'PMN(K, J)+QIN(I, J)
PRINT 43
PRINT 21, (I, (QIN(I, J), J=L6),I=l, 116)





DO 7h I=I, ii
DO 74 J=l, 6
















following FORTRAN IV computer program was used for Matrix
i of Panel J. The numerical results obtained from this pro-












REAL LI, Z2,43, _4, 45
DIMENSIONGRZ(3O,74),ARS(3O,30),UNIT(3O,3O),om_(3o,4),eARN(3O,4),
i ARN(30, 4),AIJ(74, 74), TEMP2(7_,4), GIR(74, 30), GIM(74,4), GJN(74, 4),
2 QzN(74,4),QZNS(74,4),T_(30, Y4),_MN(4,4),A(4),T(4),B(3)
EQUI VALENOE (ARS (I,i),GRI (I,I)),(UNIT (I,i),GRI (i,31 )),(GRM (I,I),
I GRI(I, 61) ),(CARN(I, I),GRI(I,65) ),(ARN(I, I), GRI(I, 69) ),
2 (TEMP2(I, I),AIJ(I, i) ),(GIR(I, I),AIJ(I, 5) ),(GIM(I, I),AIJ( i,35) ),
3 (GJN(I, I),AIJ(I, 39) ),(QIN(I, I),AIJ(I, 43) ),(QINS( i,I),AIJ( i,_7 ))
DATA (B(I), I--l,3)/2.60?3, 2.60?5, 2.6073/,LI, L2, L3, L4, L5/0.3, 2.?,3.0
1,2.0,1.0/
DATA (T(I ),I=1,4)/0. I008, 0,iO08,O .O993,O.1990/,E,G/IQ.5E+6,3.9E+6/
DATA (A(I), I=1,4)/0.4116, O. 5423,O. 5414, O.2700/
FORMAT(35HITHE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX IS///74(I3, 2X, 15F8.3,/5
ix,15F8.3,//))
FORMAT(89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
iBEEN SCALED BY A FACTOR OF I(_,s,_6)//74(I3,2X, 6PI2FIO. 6,/5( 5X,6PI2FI
20.6,/), 5X, 6PRFIO. 6,//) )
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMA T(14](,13, 5X, 4E20.9,/)
FORMAT(58HITHE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. EXECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
iED/IHI )
FORMAT(i9HiTHE MATRIX CARN IS//)
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX QIN IS//)
FORMAT(33HITHE UNIT EXTERNAL LOAD MATRIX IS///74(37X, 13, 5X,4FIO. 6,
II))
FORMAT( 21HITHE STRESS MATRIX IS//)






















DO 2 M=l, 30
GRZ(M,
DO 3 M=I, 3
DO 3 N=I, IO





GRI( IO*M-8, II*M+N+2 )=-L2
DO 6 M=l,3
DO 6 NP=I, 5
K=9-NP
DO 6 N=I, K
GRI( IO*M+NP-8, ll*M+N+NP-9 )=L3
GRI (I_,_M+NP-8,II*M+N÷NP +2 )=-L3
DO 7 M=I, 3
DO 7 N=I,3
GRI( IO*M-2, II*M+N-3 )=L4
GRI( l_,"M-2,II{'-M+N+8)=-m
DO 8 M=I, 3
DO 8 N=I, 2
GRZ (iO-x-M"I,II-X-M+N-2)=L5
GRI( iO*M-i, li*M÷N+9 )=-L5








oui_ui_. THE Si%RIETRICAL MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY
DO 9 T=Z,7_







Z= (]_i2"I'I]_)/( 3- O@$A( Z )_$E )




AIJ( ii'1-2, ii'1-2 ]=Z
z=_I/(6.O*A(I)*E)
AIJ( ll*l-lO, II*I-9 )=Z
Z=L2/(6. O*A (I)*E)
AI J(ii*1-9, ii*I-8 )=Z
z=m/( 6,O*A(i)*s)




Z=(2. _,_L3)/(3 ....,_,,_.u_i ;*E)
AIJ( ll*I÷J-8, II*I+J-8)=Z
DO II J=l, 5




AIJ( I_I÷35, I0-I+35 )=Z
Z= (L2*B(I) )/(_,_T(I) )
AI 0(I0-I+36,I_I+36) =Z










AIJ( 10"I+43, !O-×-I÷43 )=Z
Z=(_,3*B(Z))/(C_(_))
AIa(Ic_z÷_, zo,,',-I+4_)=z
Z= (L3*B ( I ) )/(_T(I ) )
DO 12 J=l, 5
AI J(I0"I +J+36, I0"I +J+36) =Z
AIJ( 10, 10)=L5/(3. _,'-A(1)*E) +(2. O_'-L3)/( 3. O*B(1)*T(4)*E)
AIa( 1], n )=( e. o-:_t,3)/( 3. c,a-B( 1)*m(4 )*E)
AIJ( 21, 21)=L5/( 3. O.A(e )*E) ÷(a. o_,'-r_3 )/( 3. O*(B(1)+S( a ) )*T(4)*_ )
AIO(ca, 22)=( a. _,'-_3)/'(3. _,'-(s( ]-)*s( a ) )*T(4)*E)
ala(3e, 32)=T.5/(3.0-A(3)*_.)+(2. o-L3)/(], o*(B(e) +B(3))*T(4)*E)




AIJ( 21, 22)=1,3/(3.O*(B(1) +B(2) )*T(4)*E)





PRINT 13, (I, (AIJ(I, J), J=1,74),I=1,74)





TEMPI(I, J)=GRI(I,K)*AIJ(K, J)+TEMPI(I, J)























CONLPUTE MATRIX GJN AND PERFORM THE MULTIPLICATION ARN = TEMPI * GJN.
DO 18 M=I,4
DO 18 N=I, II
GJN(II*M+N-II, M)=I. 0







PRINT 21, (I,(ARN(I,J),J=I,_),I=I, 30)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION ARS --TEMPI * GIR.
DO 22 I=1,30
DO 22 J:l, 30
A_S( I, J)=O
DO 22 K=l,7h
ARS(I, J)= TEMPI(I, K)_,_!R(K,J)+ARS(I, J)
SET UP IDENTITY MATRIX UNIT FOR INVERSION.
DO 25 I=1,30
DO 2_ J=l, 30
UNIT(I, J)--O
UNIT(I, I)=l




DO 26 J=M, 30
IF(ARS(J,Z) ) 91, 26, 91






















DO 34 I_KI, 60
ARS(M, L)=ARS(M, L)/Z
DO 32 K=I, 30
IF(mEQ.M) GO TO 32
S=A_(K,M)
KI=M+I
DO 31 L=KI, 60
ARS( K,L)=ARS( K,:.)-S*ARS(M,L)
CONTINUE





@RM( I, J)=-UNIT( I,K)*ARN (K,J)+GRM( I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX MULTIPLICATION TEMP2 = GIR * GRM.
DO .37 I=1, 74
DO 37 J=l,4
TEMP2(I, J)=O
DO 37 K=I, 30
TEMP2(I, J)=GIR(I, K){,_RM(K,J)÷TEMP2(I, J)
PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 38 I=1,74
DO 38 J=l,4
GIM(I, J)=GJN(I, J)+TEMP2(I, J)





CARN(I, J)=TEMPI(I, K)_,'<}IM(K,J)+CARN(I, J)
PRINThl














= GIM * PMN.
PRINT 21, (I,(QIN(I, J), J=l,2), I=1,72)

















QINS( Ii, J)=QIN( II, J)/(O.5*B(I)*T(A) )
QINS( 22, J)=QIN(22, J)/(0.5*T(2)*(B( I)+B(2) ))
QINS(33, J)=QIN(33, J)/(O. 5*T(4)*(B(2)+B(3) ))
QINS(hA, J)--QIN(hh, J)/(O. _*B(3)*T(4) )
PRINT 86
PRINT 21, (I, (QINS(I, J), J=l,h),I--l,Th)
COMPUTE SECOND VALUES OF STRESS.
DO 84 J--i,h
QINS( i0, J)=QIN( I0, J)/(O. 5*B(1)*T(2) )
QINS( 21, J)=QIN( 21, J)/( O.5-x-T(2)*(B(I) +B( 2)))






FORMAT(32H!THE SECOND VALUES OF STRESS ARE//)





COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MATRIX ANALYSIS I OF PANEL K
The following FORTRAN IV computer program was used for Matrix
Ana!ysis I of Panel K. The numerical results obtained from the pro-


















i GRI( I,59) ),(CAP_N(I,I), GRI(I, 63) ),(ARN(I, I), GRI(I, 67 )),
2 (TEMP2(I, I),AIJ(I, i)), (GIR(I, I),AIJ(I, 5) ),(GIN(l, I),AIJ(I, 34) ),
3 (GJN(I,I),AIJ(I,38)), (QIN(I,I),AIJ(I,42)), (QINS(I,I),AIJ(I,46))
DATA (B(I), I=i, 3)/2. 620, 2.6185, 2. 6163/, L1, L2, L3, L4/O. 3, 2.7,3. O, 2./
DATA (T(T), T=I, 3)/0. i005, O. 0979, O. 0998/,E, G/lO. 5E+6, 3.9E+6/
DATA (A(I),I=l, 6)/0. 4133, 0.5415, O.5412, O.2715, O.4945, O.4107/
FORNAT(35H1THE UNIT REDUNDANT FORCE MATRIX iS///75(5X,13, TX, i0FiO.
13,/15X, !OFIO. 3,/15X, 9FlO. 3,//))
FORMAT(89HITHE MATRIX OF FLEXIBILITY COEFFICIENTS IS (VALUES HAVE
IBEENSCALEDBYA FACTOROF I_)//75(14, 3X,6Plem0.6,/5(7X,6P12m
20. 6i," / ), 7 x, 6PJFlO. 6,//) )
FORMAT(18HITHE MATRIX ARN IS//)
FORMAT(9X, I3, IOX, 4E20.9,/)
FORMAT(58H1THE MATRIX ARS IS SINGULAR. E_2ECUTION HAS BEEN TERMINAT
IED/IHI )
FOR]K_T(19HITHE MATRIX CARN IS//)
FORMAT(18H1THE MATRIX QIN IS//)
FORMAT(33H1THE UNIT EXTERNAL LOAD MATRIX IS///75(32X, I3, IOX,4FIO. 6
1,/))
FORMAT(21HITHE STRESS MATRIX IS//)





















DO 9 M=l, 2
DO I_N=I, i0
QRI( lO*H-9, II*M+N-10)=Ta
GRI (IO*M-9, II*M+N+ i)=-LI
DO 6 N=I, 9
GRI( lO-X-M-8,Ii*M+N-9 )=12
GRI( IO*M-8, II*M+N+2 )=-L2
DO 7 J=l,6
NP=J÷2
DO 7 N=l, NP
GRI( lO*M- J-l, ll_,,_+N-J-2)=L3
GRI (10_M-J-1, ll*M+N+9 -J)=-L3 I
DO 8 N=l, 2
GRI( lO*M-1, ll*M+N-2 )=L2
































GRI( 21,h4)= (LI*B( 3))/I_
GRI( 22,L_)= (L2*B(3) )/_
GRI(23,_): (_3*B(3))/IA
GRI ( 2_, 44 )= ( LJ_-B ( 3 ) )/L_
ORI( 29, 33 )--I.I
GRI( 29, h3 )=-T.I
PRINT 5, (J, (GRI(I,J),I=I, 29),J--I,75)







AIJ( 1 l-N- 8, ll*N-8 )= (L2 +L3 )/( 3. O*A (N)*E)
AI J(II*N-7, If*N-7 )=(2.C_'-L3)/(3. O*A (N)*E)
AIJ( II*N-IO, II-'_N-9)=LI/(6. O*A (N)-'_E)
AZ J ( ll_N--_ , lll}N --8 ) =_21( 6 " @_A (N)*E)












AIJ (ll*N -9,II*N-3 )=(2.0*LJ )/_(_3.O*A (N)*E )




AIJ( If*N-I, II*N)=LI/(6. O*A (N)*E)
DO 16 M=I,3
AI J(1I*N+M-7, II*N+M-7 )=(2._,'-L3)/(3._,_A(N)*E)
DO 17 M=I,h
AI J(1I*N+M-7, 1I*N+M-6 ):73/(6. _A (N)*E )
DO 18 M=I, IO
AIJ( IO*N+M+35, I_N+M+35)= (LI*B(N) )/(_,'-T(N))
DO 19 M=l, 8
AIJ( I(_N÷M+36, I(_*N+M+]6)= (L2*B(N))/(G*T(N) )
DO 22 M=I,6
AIJ( IO*N+M+37, I@_N÷M+37 )=(L3*B(N))/(G*T(N) )
DO 23 N=I, 2
A! J(3?÷N, 37÷N)=(L3÷I)4)/(3. _A (4)*E)
AI J(h3+N, 43+N)=B( 3)/(3. _A(5)*E)
AIJ(38÷N, 39+N)=L3/(6. O*A(h)*E)
AI J(N+69, N+69 )=(Lh*B(3) )/(_T(3) )
DO 23 M=I, 2
AIJ( lO*N+M÷39, lO*N+M+39 ) = (L3*B(N))/(G*T (N))
AI J(hO,40 )=( 2.O'L3 )/(3.O*A(h )*E )
AI J(41, hl)= (L2+L3)/( 3.O*A (4)*E)
AIJ(h2,h2 )=(Ll+L2)/( 3.O*A(h )*E)
AIJ(43, 43 )=LI/( 3. O*A (4)*E )
AIJ(41, h2)=L2/(6. O*A (h)*E)




PRINT 13, (I, (AIJ(I, J), J=1,75),I=1,75)

















TEMPI (I,J )-GRI (I,K)*AIJ (K,J )+TEMPI( I,J )























ARN (I,J)=TEMPI (I,K)*GJN (K,J)+ARN (I, J)
PRINT 20
PRINT 21, (I, (ARN(I,J),J=I,4), I=1,29)

















































ARS (K,L)=ARS (K,L)-S*ARS (M,L)
CONTINUE





GRM (I,J)=-UNIT (I,K)*ARN (K,J)+GRM (I, J)

















PERFORM THE MATRIX ADDITION GJN + TEMP2.
DO 50 I=1,75
DO 5o J_1,4
GIM(I, J)=GJN(I, J)+TEMP2 (I,J)





CARN (I,J)=TEMPI (I,K)$_3IM(K,J)+CARN(I, J)
PRINT 41
PRINT 21, (I,(CARN(I,J),J=I,4),I=I,29)





QIN(I, J)-GIM(I,K)*PMN (K,J)+0/N(I, J)
PRINT 43
PRINT 21, (I,(QIN(I,J),J=I,4),I-I,75)
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TABLE C166. - COMPARISON
FOR S_q_._ARING
OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
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ITABLE C173. - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
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TABZE C174. - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
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TABT.,_.C!75. - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
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T_A3T,_,C!76. - COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL AND ANALYTICAL RESULTS
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UNDERSCORED CHANNEL NUMBERS INDICATE GAGES ON REVERSE SIDE
OF PANEL. GAGES I THRU 114 ARE UNIAXlAL GAGES. GAGES 115 THRU
186 ARE ROSETTES.
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UNDERSCORED CHANNEL NUMBERS INDICATE GAGES ON REVERSE































































































UNDERSCORED CHANNEL NUMBERS INDICATE GAGES ON REVERSE
OF PANEL GAGES I THRU I10 ARE UNIAXlAL GAGES. GAGES III
182 ARE ROSETTES.
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UNDERSCORED CHANNEL NUMBERS INDICATE GAGES ON REVERSE SIDE
OF PANEL. GAGES I THRU 96 ARE UNIAXIAL GAGES, GAGES 97 THRU
183 ARE ROSETTES .







































































































UNDERSCORED CHANNEL NUMBERS INDICATE GAGES ON REVERSE SIDE
OF PANEL. GAGES I THRU 122 ARE UNIAXlAL GAGES. GAGES 123 THRU
194 ARE ROSETTES .
FIGURE Cl4.- STRAIN GAGE CHANNELS FOR PANEL K.
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FIGURE CIS.-TYPICAL LOADING ARRANGEMENT .
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FIGURE CIT.-LOADING CONDITIONS FOR ELEVEN STIFFENER PANELS.
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FIGURE c18. - FRONT VIEN OF PANEL E. 






FIGURE C20. - FRONT VIEW OF PANEL F. 
FIGURE C21. - R M R  VIEW OF PANEL F. 
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FIGURE C22. - FRONT VIEW OF PANEL G. 
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FIGURE C24. - FRONT VIExnT OF PA", H. 
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FIGURE C25. - REAR VIW OF PANEL H. 
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FIGURE C26. - FRONT VIEW OF PANEL I. 
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F I G U R E  C27.  - REAR VIEW O F  PANEL I. 
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FIGURE C28. - FRONT VIEM OF PANEL J. 
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FIGURE C29. - REAR VIEW OF PANEL J. 
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FIGURE c30. - FRONT mm OF PANEL K. 
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FIGURE C32.-6ENERALIZED FORCE SYSTEM FOR
ANALYSIS Z OF PANELS E AND H.
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FIGURE C34.-GENERALIZED FORCE SYSTEM FOR ANALYSIS Z OF FIkNELS
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FIGURE C35.-GENERALIZF.D FORCE SYSTF'M FOR
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FIGURE C36.-GENERALIZED FORCE SYSTEM FOR
ANALYSIS Z OF PANEL K.
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APPENDIX D
LI TERA TURE SURVEY
During the performance of NASA Contract NAS8-20164, a literature
survey was undertaken to identify current publications related to the
contract work scope. Abstracts were prepared of some of these publi-
cations. This appendix contains a list of publications related to the
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ABSTRACTS
I. Almroth, B. O. : Influence of Edge Conditions on the Stability of
Axially Compressed Cylindrical Shells. NASA CR-161, Feb. 1965.
An analytical investigation was conducted to determine the effect
of edge conditions on the classical buckling load of axially com-
pressed cylindrical shells with both clamped and simply supported
edge conditions. The investigation was undertaken as a consequence
of the differences in the results of Stein and Fischer and to provide
a better understanding of the reasons for the differences between
classical buckling loads and experimentally determined buckling
loads. Eight different sets of boundary conditions were investigated.
Linear buckling equations with variable coefficients were solved by
a finite difference technique.
The analytical results show that the buckling load can be greatly
reduced when some of the boundary conditions considered exist. How-
ever, the results indicate that the edge effects alone do not satis-
factorilye_plain the discrepancies between theoretical and experi-
mental buckling loads and other effects such as initial imperfections
must be considered.
Author with Lockheed Missiles and Space Company. 9 references.
. Almroth, B. 0.: Influence of Imperfections and Edge Restraint on
the Buckling of Axially Compressed Cylinders. NASA CR-432, Apr. 1966.
An analytical investigation Was conducted for the purpose of
obtaining additional information that might help explain the dif-
ferences between the theoretical buckling loads and the experi-
mentally determined buckling loads of axially loaded cylinders.
Buckling loads were determined for cylinders with elastically sup-
ported edges and for cylinders with axially symmetrical imperfec-
tions that were represented by trigonometric series.
Results of the analysis of the effect of elastically supported
edges are presented in the form of curves of the ratio of the pre-
dicted buckling stress to the classical buckling stressversus the
spring constant. The analysis indicated that weak edge conditions
are unlikely to have a significant effect on the critical load. How-
ever the analysis of the effects of initial imperfections indicates
a large reduction in the buckling stress for some of the conditions
investigated.
The analysis also indicated that very short cylinders would not
be sensitive to the type of initial imperfections that were studied.
Three monocoque cylinders, three cylinders with internal ring stiff-
eners and three cylinders with external ring stiffeners were tested
and the experimental results supported this conclusion.
Author with Lockheed Missiles and Space Co. ll references.
4O2
. Babcock, C. D. and Sechler, E.E.: The Effect of End Slope on
_n_ Buckling Stress ^_ _--_'_-'^_ _^_ _T^_^ m_T _ o_ Dec.
1964.
An experimental program was conducted using copper electroformed
circular cylinders subjected to an axial compressive load to
determine the effect on the buckling load of giving the end rings
a controlled radial displacement while simultaneously applying an
axial load. The radial displacement was a fraction of the Poisson
expansion. For tests in which radial displacement of the ends was
prevented, the experimental buckling load was approximately65%
of the classical buckling load. The experimental buckling load in-
creased as the radial displacement at the ends was increased
reaching a maximum of approximately 80% of the classical buckling
load. The design of the testing apparatus permitted a rotation
of the ends in addition to the radial displacement so that the
objective was changed to a study of the effect of the slope of the
cylinder in the boundary condition on the buckling load. The ex-
perimental results show that the ratio of the experimental buckling
load to the classical buckling load decreases as the end slope
increases. Modifications to the test apparatus are planned to pro-
vide radial displacement without any rotation of the ends.
Authors at the California Institute of Technology. 4 references.
. Batterman, S. C.: Plastic Buckling of Axially Compressed Cylindri-
cal Shells. Rept. for NSF Research Grant GPlll5 and ARPA Contract
SD-86(DDC No. AD 441942), Div. of Engr., Brown Univ., Mar. 1964.
An analytical and experimental study of plastic buckling of
axially compressed circular cylinders was conducted. The nonlinear
and nonconservative aspects of the stress-strain relation and the
effect of unloading were considered. Thirty tests were conducted
using specimens machined from 2024-T4 extruded aluminum alloy tub-
ing. The radius to thickness ratios of the specimens ranged from
10 to 120 and the length to radius ratios ranged from 0.20 to 7.
Three different types of end conditions were used in the tests.
Comparison of the analytical and experimental results indicates
that perfect geometry concepts are useful for predicting plastic
buckling loads when the radius to thickness ratio is less than 60
but that the effect of initial imperfections must be included when
larger radi_s to thickness ratios are considered. Results also
indicate that the buckling strength is ind@pendent of the length
if the shell is longer than the predicted half wavelength.
Author at Brown University. 22 references.
, Block, D. L., Card, M. F. and Mikulas, M. M., Jr.: Buckling of Eccen-
trically Stiffened Orthotropic Cylinders. NASA TND-2960, Aug. 1965.
Using the method of minimum potential energy, a small-deflection
theory was developed for orthotropic circular cylinders that includes
the effects of eccentricity of the stiffeners. The derivation was
based upon assumptions of an orthotropic shell stiffened by uniform
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equally spaced stringers and rings with elastic properties. The
tran_zerse shearing stiffnesses of the shell were asst_medto be
infinitely large and the effect of joints in the stiffener frame-
work was neglected.
The equation derived for the buckling loads of stiffened orthot-
topic cylinders can be used for any combination of axial and circum-
ferential loading. The derived equation maybe reduced to the
equation developed by Stein and Mayers for an unstiffened orthotropic
cylinder.
The derived equation was used to compute the buckling loads for
three types of stiffened cylinders: ring-stiffened corrugated
cylinders; ring-and-stringer-stiffened isotropic cylinders; and
longitudinally stiffened isotropic cylinders. The results of
these computations are presented in the form of curves of non-
dimensional general instability buckling loads versus the L/R
ratio. The results of the computations are comparedwith the work
of Stein and Mayers and also with the predictions of Van der Neut.
The comparisons demonstrate the significance of the eccentricity
of the stiffeners in general instability predictions for ring-
stiffened corrugated cylinders and ring-and-stringer-stiffened
cylinders having dimensions appropriate for large diameter booster
interstage structures.
Authors at Langley Research Center, NASA. 13 references.
. Block, D. L.: Buckling of Eccentrically Stiffened Orthotropic Cylinders
under Pure Bending. NASA TND-3351, Mar. 1966.
This paper is an extension of the work reported in NASA TND-2960.
The analysis of eccentrically stiffened orthotropic cylinders by
small deflection theory was extended to include pure bending loads
and combined bending and compression loading. For ring-stiffened
corrugated cylinders, ring-and-stringer-stiffened isotropic cylinders
and longitudinally stiffened isotropic cylinders, curves were plot-
ted for the nondimensional instibilityloads versus the length to
radius ratio showing the effect of the eccentricity of the stiffener
elements. Interaction curves were plotted for combined bending and
axial compression for a ring-stiffened corrugated cylinder with a
length to radius of 0.2 and for a ring-and-stringer-stiffened cylin-
der with a length to radius ratio of 0.15. Predicted mode shapes
for these two cylinders were plotted for both internal and external
stiffening. For all the conditions investigated, eccentricity
effects were substantial.
Author at Langley Research Center, NASA. 8 references.
. Card, M. F.: Preliminary Results of Compression Tests on Cylinders
with Eccentric Longitudinal Stiffeners. NASA TM X-lOO4, Sept. 1964.
Six circular cylinders, three with internal stiffeners and three
with external sti_fehers, were tested in axial compression in an
investigation of the effect of the stiffener eccentricity on the
buckling load. Four of the cylinders had integral stiffeners riveted
to the shell. The ends of the cylinders were ground flat to insure
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uniform contact with the testing machine platens and bulkheads
were used at each end to maintain circularity. Wire strain
gauges mountedon the skin and stiffeners were used to verify
the strain distribution and to detect buckling. The results
show that an externally stiffened circular cylinder mayhave a
compressive buckling load twice as large as its internally stiff-
ened counterpart.
Author at Langley Research Center, NASA. 8 references.
. Connor, J. J., Jr. and Campo, J.: Axisymmetric Buckling of Thin
Pressurized Cylindrical Shells Under Axial Compression. Tech.
Rept. AMRA TR64-08, Mat. Engr. Div., U. S. Army Materials
Research Agency, July 1964.
An experimental and theoretical investigation of thin pressur-
ized circular cylindrical shells under axial compression was con-
ducted. The theoretical analysis was restricted to small finite
displacements but included both elastic and plastic axisymmetric
buckling. Dimensionless expressions for radial displacement,
principal shear stress and unit end shortening were developed and
a general relationship was established for plastic buckling.
Test specimens were made from 5086-H34 aluminum alloy 0.0075
inch thick sheet by wrapping the sheet around a form and bonding
a 3/8 inch wide seam withan epoxy base adhesive. Cylinders had
a length of 10-15/16 inches and an inside radius of 5-7/8 inches
to give a L/R ratio of 1.86 and a R/t ratio of 783. Internal
pressure was supplied by water from a pressure tank and the axial
compressive load was applied by an Instron testing machine. Three
unpressurized cylinders and sixty pressurized cylinders with internal
pressures up to 3. psi were tested.
The critical buckling loads for the unpressurized cylinders were
much lower than those predicted by classical theory. The critical
buckling load was increased byincreasinginternal pressure up to
some limiting value of the buckling load. In the elastic range, the
experimentally determined buckling loads were in close agreement
with the results of Harris, Suet, Skene and Benjamin. Scatter in
the test results increased as the transition from elastic to plastic
buckling was approached.
Authors at U. S. Army Materials Research Agency. lO references.
. Dickson, J. N. and Brolliar, R. H.: The General Instability of Ring-
stiffened Corrugated Cylinders under Axial Compression. NASA TN D-
3089, Jan. 1966.
Linear small deflection theory was used to develop a method for
predicting the general instability buckling load of ring-stiffened,
corrugated, circular cylinders in which the eccentricity of the rings
was considered. A computer program in Fortran II is given for use
in applying the method.
The analytical results were compared with test results for five
cylinders subjected to axial compression, one cylinder subjected to
pure bending and one cylinder subjected to combined bending and
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axial compression. All of the test cylinders selected for com-
parison purposes failed by general instability of the shell and
rings. For cylinders subjected to only axial load, the analytical
method very closely predicted the actual failure load. For the
cylinders subjected to pure bending or combined bending and axial
compression, the predicted loads were conservative.
Authors at Marshall Space Flight Center, NASA. lO references.
10. Dow, D. A.: Buckling and Postbuckling Tests of Ring-Stiffened
Circular Cylinders Loaded by Uniform External Pressure. NASA
TN D-3111, Nov. 1965.
An experimental program was conducted using ten 202h-T3
aluminum alloy circular cylinders with Z-section stiffeners to
determine the local buckling pressure and the failing pressure
when the cylinders were subjected to a uniform external pressure.
The cylinders were designed so that local buckling occurred
prior to general instability. The cylinders had a radius of four-
teen inches and various skin thicknesses that provided r/t ratios
of 262 to h21. The cylinder bay curvature parameters, Z, and indi-
cated local buckling at somewhat higher pressures than obtained
in a previous test program but at lower pressures than predicted
by classical theory.
After local buckling the pressure was increased until the
general instability load was reached with the rings and skin
failing as a composite shell. As the pressure increased from the
local buckling load to the general instability load the number
of buckles appeared to decrease. The failing pressure varied from
1.17 to 2.08 times the local buckling pressure. The number of
circumferential full waves at buckling varied from 12 to 20 and,
in general, compared well with theoretical predictions.
The test results indicate that the most efficient cylinders
have thin skins with many closely spaced low-mass rings.
Author at Langley Research Center, NASA. 5 references.
ll. Fischer, G. (V. I. Weingarten, trans.): On the Influence of the
Simply Supported Boundary Condition on the Stability of Thin
Walled Circular Cylindrical Shells Under Axial Load and Internal
Pressure. Rept. 6h-80, Norair Div., Northrop Corp., Apr. 196h.
Non-linear equations of Marguerre and Donnell for an initially
imperfect, thin, simply supported circular cylindrical shell sub-
jected to internal pressure and axial compression were solved ap-
proximately by the finite difference method. The analysis was
limited to the elastic region. Analytical results are compared
with experimental data but no details of the experimental program
are given. The experimental data given are for a cylinder with in
R/t of 800 and L/R of 0.865. Test data are given for an unpressur-
izedcyl_nder'and cylihderstested at seven different internalpres-
sures, Test data are in very close agreement with the analytical
results for an initially imperfect cylinder.




Gorman,D.: Stability of Cylindrical Shells. An Analytical and
Experimental Investigation of the Effects of Large Prebuckling
Deformations on the Buckling of ClampedThin-Walled Cylindrical
Shells Subjected to Axial Loading and Internal Pressure. Syracuse
University Research Institute Report No. 1188-33, Mar. 1965.
Circular cylinders were prepared from a birefringent epoxy resin
by centrifugal casting to obtain test specimens that were free of
residual stresses and initial deformations. The test specimenshad
a diameter of eight inches, radius to thickness ratios from 133 to
200 and length to radius ratio from 0.75 to 4.3.
Solutions of the differential equations for shell buckling were
obtained by meansof the Galerkin method and a digital computer.
The digital computer print-out is given.
The experimental results showedthat the buckling load was in-
creased as the internal pressure was increased until the buckling
load was about 10%greater than the buckling load for an unpressurized
cylinder. Further increases in the internal pressure did not increase
the buckling load. For the range of dimensions investigated, the
buckling loads were not appreciably affected by changes in the R/t
ratio and the buckling loads were independent of length for L/R
ratios greater than 1.5. The reflective photoelastic technique was
used to obtain prebuckling, buckling and postbuckling strains.
In general, there was very close agreement between the predicted
buckling loads and the experimentally determined buckling loads.
Author concludes that the large discrepancies between experimental
results and Euler buckling loads that are usually encountered may
be attributed to initial imperfections, types of edge support and
the load application technique.
Author at Syracuse University. 24 references.
Hedgepeth, J. M. and Hall, R. B.: Stability of Stiffened Cylinders.
Rept. ER13731, The Martin Company,Dec. 1964.
The effects of one-sidedness of the stiffeners, the influence
of boundary conditions, the effects of combined bending and axial
compression and the proper design of ring stiffeners to prevent
general instability were amongthe subjects considered in a two
year investigation of the application of advanced techniques to
the linear analysis of cylinders in compression. The use of lin-
ear small-deflection analysis was justified on the basis that
efficiently designed stiffened cylinders are effectively low R/t
cylinders that are less susceptible to initial imperfections and
more selective in their buckle modeshape than thin monocoque
cylinders. _ Furthermore_ the p0st,bu_kl_g strength of Stiffened
cylinders decreaseS.l_sslthan that of thin _monocoqUecylinderS.
H0weve_,_he longitudinal stiffeners produce_'a _ylinder that is i_
effectively shorter_whose behavior . i_ strongly influenced by length
_ud[boundary conditions.' Theanalyticalmeth0ds propSsed_a_e_just-
ified by _omparingpredicted strengths'with eXperimenta_ dat_o_i_
other investigators. _The use of tri_bhomet_iclS_ries in buckling
analysis'and theanalysis ofbuckling of cylinders in bending are
examihed_in detailin appendices. ....................
Authors with The Martin Company. 14 references.
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14. Hoff, N. J. and Soong, T-C.: Buckling of Circular Cylindrical
Shells in Axial Compression. SUDAER Rept. No. 204, Dep_ of
Aero. and Astro., Stanford Univ., Aug. 1964.
An analysis based upon Donnell's linear equation that was
presented in SUDAER Reports 191 and 192 was extended to determine
the effect of nine different boundary conditions on the critical
stress of circular cylinders subjected to axial compression. Four
of the boundary conditions investigated relate to simple support;
four relate to rigid ends; and, one was for perfectly free edge
conditions. For each of the nine boundary conditions, the value
of the critical stress was determined for shells of both finite and
semi-infinite length for both symmetric and antisym_etric buckling.
The deflected shape of an originally straight generator of the
middle surface after buckling is shown in curves. For two of the
simple support conditions and for the free edge conditions, calcula-
tions were repeated using Sanders' linear equations. Results show
that the classical critical stress may be reduced by as much as
one-half for some of the boundary conditions investigated. For
the boundary conditions investigated, the results obtained from
Sanders' equations are in close agreement with those obtained from
Donnell's equations.
Authors at Stanford University. 17 references.
15. Hom, K.: Axisymmetric Elastic Stresses in Circular Cylindrical
Shells Stiffened byInternal Channel Sections and Subjected to
Uniform External Pressure Loading. David Taylor Model Basin Rept.
1811, May 1964.
A theoretical investigation was conducted to determine the axi-
symmetric elastic deformations and stresses in a circular cylindrical
shell with internal inverted channel ring stiffeners when subjected
to a uniform external pressure. At each junction between the shell
and stiffeners or between the elements of the channels, edge forces
and moments were determined for the elements intersecting at the
junction by satisfying equilibrium of forces and moments and compat-
ibility of deformations. Equations are given for the circumferential
stress and strain and longitudinal stress and strain in the shell
and also for the radial and tangential components of normal stress
in the rings in terms of the edge forces and moments. The analysis
has been programmed for the IHM 7090 computer.
Author at David Taylor Model Basin. 9 references.
16. Kobayashi, S.: The Influence of the Boundary Conditions on the Buckl-
ing Load of Cylindrical Sh_lls under Axial Compression. NASA CR-558,
Aug. 1966.
An analytical study was conducted using Donnell's linear equations
to obtain the buckling load equations for a semi-infinite circular
cylindrical shell subjected to axial compression for eight sets of
boundary conditions. Analysis showed that the lack of circumferential
restraint could reduce the buckling load to one-half the classical
4o8
buckling load.
In addition, the effect of elastically supported boundaries
was studied assuming an uncoupled spring type support for circum-
ferential, axial _d-^_" ...... _+_ ,._I_ +h_ _I _n_-
straint was assumed rigid.
Author at University of Tokyo. 8 references.
17. Leaumont, W. J., Jr. : Collapse Tests of Pressurized Membrane-Like
Circular Cylinders for Combined Compression and Bending. NASA TN
D-2814, May 1965.
An investigation was conducted to obtain experimental data
for the behavior of internally pressurized, membrane-like,
circular cylinders subjected to combined pure bending and axial
compression. Cylinders were made from polyethylene terephthalate
plastic film with radius-thickness ratios of 3000, 6000 and 12,OOO
and a length-radius ratio of 3.0. Each cylinder had two diamet-
rically opposed lap seams bonded with a synthetic elastomeric
adhesive. The axial loads and bending loads were applied by dead
weights and the internal pressure was provided by a constant slow
rate of Zlow of air through the cylinder. All tests were conducted
in a controlled environment. Two cylinders of each of the three
radius-thickness ratios were used repeatedly to provide a large
amount of data for various combinations of compressive load and
bending moment. The data are presented as plots of P/P versus M/M °o
where P was the compressive load causing collapse in the absence of
o
bending loads, Mo was the bending load causing collapse in the absence
of Compressive load and P and M were the compressive load and
bending moment at at collapse. For each of the six cylinders tested,
the data indicated a linear relationship between the compressive
load and the bending moment required to cause collapse.
Author at Langley Research Center, NASA. 5 references.
18. Lunchick, M. E;.: Plastic General-Instability Pressure of Ring-
Stiffened Cylindrical Shells. David Taylor Model Basin Rept.
1487, Sept. 1963.
An analysis was conducted to determine the general instability
collapse pressure of a circular cylinder made of a strain-harden-
ing material and reinforced by circumferential rings when subjected
to an external hydrostatic pressure. The analysis is an extension
of Bryant's elastic theory to plastic behavior. Application of the
analytical procedure requires the use of curves presented in the
report and in other references. Geometrical imperfections and
residual stresses were not considered in the analysis. Author
recommends an experimental investigation to obtain confirmation of
the theory. Additional analytical studies are recommended to deter-
mine the effective width for plastic behavior and the influence of
out-of-roundness.
Author at David Taylor Model Basin. 13 references.
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19. McGhie, R. D.: Deformation, Vibration and Stability of Shells.
A Partially Annotated Bibliography. Report Series LRL 70049OO_
issue I, College of Engineering, Univ. of Calif., June 1965.
A bibliography was prepared to cover the period since the
bibliographiesprepared by W. A. Nash were issed. Therefore,
most of the articles listed were published in the period from
1957 through 1964. Bibliography lists 511 articles related to
Cylindrical Shells and P_ngs, _'±_0 articles related to Spherical
Shells and 62 articles related to Conical Shells. An author
index is included.
Author at University of California.
20.
Short, R. D.: Effective Area of Ring Stiffeners for Axially Sym-
metric Shells. David Taylor Model Basin Rept. 1894, Mar. 1964.
An analytical investigation was conducted to determine the
effectiveness of T-and I-section ring stiffeners in axially
symmetric shells subjected to axially symmetric deformations.' The
shell thickness and stiffener web and flange thicknesses were assumed
to be small compared to the other dimensions. A simple expression
for the effective area of the stiffeners is given in terms of the
actual frame area, shell radius, radius of the frame centroid and
Poisson's ratio that accounts for both internal and external stiff-
eners. The results are presented as a series of curves that may
be used to determine the effective stiffener area.
Author at David Taylor Model Basin. 5 references.
21. Tasi, J., Feldman, A. and Stang, D. A.: The Buckling Strength of
Filament-Wound Cylinders under Axial Compression. NASA CR-266,
July 1965.
Eleven filament-wound circular cylinderswith diameter to thick_
ness ratios of 167 to 643 were used in an investigation of buckling
strength. In the smaller cylinders buckling was coupled with
catastrophic shear failure while the larger cylinders _buckled into
the classical diamond-shaped pattern. Cylinder diameters were 6,
12, 18 and 24 inches with length to diameter ratios from 3/4 to 5.
Moduli required for analytically determining the buckling loads
were determined for each cylinder from torsion, internal pressure
and tension or compression tests.
Linear anisotropic shell theory was used to predict the buckling
loads. The test cylinders buckled at loads of 65 to 85% of the
predicte_ loads.
Authors with Martin-Marietta Corp. 17 references.
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